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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

Aniaotropy In the simultaneous excitation of two colliding

atoms to various substate combinations

1* Wanneer twee atonen met elkaar botsen ondervindt het proces,

waarbij In de eindtoestand twee simultaan geëxclteerde atomen op-

treden, sterke concurrentie van autolonlsatleprocessen In het

dubbelgeSxclteerde botsingscomplex, wanneer de twee botsingspart-

ners nog zeer dicht bij elkaar zijn.

2. Bij botsingen tussen edelgaslonen en edelgasatomen Is het proces

van de aanslag van een autolonlserende toestand en het daaropvol-

gende verval waarschijnlijker dan het aanslagproces waarbij zowel

Ion als atoon zich na de botsing In een enkelvoudig aangeslagen

toestand bevinden.

1) G. Gerber, R. Morgenstern, A. Nlehaus

1972 J Phys B: At. Mol. Phys. Jj. 1396-1411

1973 J Phys B: At. Mol. Phys. b_ 493-510.

2) Intern verslag van V. van Hoegaerden, AT 86-06A (1986):

Onderzoek naar DAE bij He+ + He.

3) E.B. Boskanp, Proefschrift RUU (1983).

3. Bij het onderzoek naar de veiligheid van kerncentrales wordt ten

onrechte aangenomen dat de bronterra voor het vrijkomen van splij-

tlngsprodukten uit kernsplijtstof net behulp van experimenten aan

niet—radioactieve namaaksplijtstof, fisslum genaamd, kan worden

vastgesteld.



4. De lnvloed van de opening onderin de ketel van een pauk op de on-

derlinge sterkte van de aanslag (en daarmee op de klankkleur) van

de trlllingswijzen van het membraan met knooplljnen In de radle'le

rlchting, hangt sterk at van de hoogte van de grondtoon. Dlt Is

in tegenstelllng met de aannarae die Christian et al ' maken.

1) R.S. Christian, R.E. Davis, A. Tubis, C.A. Anderson, R.I.

Mills and T.D. (tossing 1984 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 76 (5)

1336-45. Kffects of air loading on timpani membrane

vibrations.

5. Het is niet aannt 'elljk dat een theorie met "verborgen" variabe-

len die raeer gedetallleerde informatie dan de quantummechanica

zou geven, alleen op spontane eralssie van een foton door een

atoom betrekking heeft en niet op fotonabsorptie. Daarom kan men

zich ook beter op multi-fotonabsorptie concentreren dan op multi-

fotonemlsste indien blijkt dat de effecten van een dergelljke

verborgen variabelen theorie bij multl-fotonprocessen waarneera-

baar zijn.

1) F. Selleri in "Fundamental Processes tn Atomic Collision

Physics" ed. H# Kleinpoppen, J.S. Briggs and H.O. Lutz,

Plenum, N.Y. 1985.

6. De detectie-efficientie van een channel electron multiplier voor

waarneming van UV-fotonen kan zeer goedkoop een orde van grootte

verbeterd worden door een laagje Csl van ongeveer 100 nm op de

binnenzijde van de detectortrechter op te dampen. De verbetering

is echter sterk golflengte-afhankelijk.

1) Intern verslag van V. van Hoegaerden, AT 86-06A (1986).

2) K. Oba, P. Rehak, S.D. Smith, IEEE Transactions on Nucl.

Science NS-28 (1981).

3) U.H. Wing 1979 Applied Optics 18, 23-46.



7. Het belang van snelwerkende kleine werkplaatsen voor een onder-

zoek als in het bijgaande proefschrift beschreven Is, wordt in

beleidsbeslissingen, zoals algemene bezuinigingsoperaties, onder-

schat.

8. De "wetenschappelijke bureaus" van de politieke partijen zouden

kunnen overwegen zich in de toekomst "gezond verstand bureaus" te

noemen. Dit ten gevolge van een recente bespreking ^ van het

woord wetenschap.

1) N.G. van Karanen, Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Natuurkunde

A52 (1) 8-11.

9. Het lijkt tegenwoordig een aspect te zijn van wetenschap om

reclame te maken voor wat men gelooft. Het is echter noodzakelijk

om op te passen dat men niet alles gelooft waarvoor reclame wordt

gemaakt.

10. De stelling "Fotonen bestaan nlet"1^ heeft in een dergelijke niet

nader gedefinieerde vorm geen diepere betekenis dan de stelling

"Sinterklazen bestaan niet".

1) Stelling 1 van een niet nader te noemen proefschrift (RUU

6 november 1985).

11. Indien de stellingen bij een proefschrift niet door de promoven-

dus zelf bedacht zijnt schiet men voorbij aan een vermeend doel.

Leo Moorman 21 januari 1987
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The excitation of one atom by another atom will usually lead to

anisotropy of the excited state. By anisotropy we mean that the

excitation amplitudes for the various magnetic substates will not be

equal and will have phase differences. From an experimental point of

view this anisotropy depends, apart from geometrical factors, on the

energy and scattering angle of the projectile atom, and it is re-

flected in an anisotropic angular distribution (or equivalently, in a

polarisation) of the radiation emitted in the decay of the excited

state. Therefore, measurements of angular distributions or polarisa-

tion of decay photons may provide information about the various

(complex) excitation amplitudes. From these results one hopes to

derive detailed information on the interactions (e.g. coupling mecha-

nisms) occurring during the collision.

In general it is the way the experimentalist arranges his exper-

iment which determines to what extent he can measure the anisotropy

of an excited atomic state (or ensemble of states). As an example in

the following we will describe a few experimental methods each of

which has a gradually higher degree of sophistication and provides

increasingly more fundamental information on the collision event. In

this thesis we are dealing with an experimental situation where an

atom beam of adjustable particle velocity is directed through an

atomic gas target. First we consider the case where only one of the

atoms is excited. The following observations can be nade:



Scattered atom 1) One can measure the intensity of projectile atoms

which are scattered in a specific direction and

have lost a well defined amount of kinetic energy

in a collision. This amount is determined by the

scattering angle selected and by the excitation

energy of the target state to be excited.

For several collision systems relevant to this thesis (He + He, He +

Ne, He + Ne) such measurements have been done by Barat et al (1973)

and Brenot et al (1975a, 1975b). One obtains information about the

excitation probability of the excited state concerned, specified as

to the scattering angle of the projectile, but summed over the

various magnetic substates of the excited target.

Emitted photon 2) One can measure the polarisation or angular dis-

tribution of the photons emitted by the excited

target atoms, but the scattered projectiles are

not observed.

From such an experiment information can be obtained on the probabili-

ties for excitation of the different magnetic substates. However, in

this case the signal consists of a mixture of the results of many

different collision events in the sense that the projectile may have

been scattered over all kinds of angles with respect to the beam

direction; the signal is proportional to an integral over all scat-

tering angles of the scattered projectile.

If, In the cases 1) and 2), the target beam of initial (ground

state) atoms as well as the incident beam of (ground st?te) projec-

tile atoms is unpolarised, it will be clear that the observed signal

is axially symmetric with respect to the incident—beam axis. It can

be shown that because of this axial symmetry no information can be

gained concerning the phase relations between the excitation ampli-

tudes for the various magnetic substates. Further the experiments

have reflection symmetry with respect to any plane through the



incident-beam axis. If we choose the z-axis of the coordinate frame

and the quantisation axis of the angular momentum along the incident-

beam axis, the reflection symmetry requires that the partial cross

sections for excitation of magnetic substates, integrated over all

scattering angles, with magnetic quantum numbers M and -M be the

same.

It will be clear that much more fundamental information can be

extracted in the following case.

Scattered atom 3) One can measure both the inelastically scattered

+ emitted photon atom (which is assumed to be still in the ground

state after the collision) and the polarisation

or angular distribution of the emitted photon

resulting from the same collision. This can be

done in an atom-polarised-photon coincidence

experiment or an atom-photon angular correlation

experiment.

In this experiment one measures the polarisation or angular distribu-

tion of photons which result from identical collision events. By

identical collision events we mean collision events for which all

dynamical parameters, exactly specified before and after the colli-

sion, are the same. In this way information on the collision process

is obtained at the most fundamental level. In such a case the excited

state produced is said to be a "pure state" and can be described as a

coherent superposition of the degenerate magnetic substates |LM>.

|<t>> = I f f ] |LM>

In the following we will neglect spin-orbit interaction. In that case

the complex excitation amplitudes are functions of the energy E and

the scattering angle 9 only.

One can derive for the angular distribution of the coincident

photons an analytical expression which contains the absolute values



and phases of the excitation amplitudes as parameters. By fitting

this analytical expression to the measured angular correlation curve

information is obtained about the excitation amplitudes f^(9,E). For

instance if a P state (L = 1) is excited this information is com-

plete, which means that all amplitudes and their relative phases can

be determined. This is not the case for the excitation of states with

L > 2.

Double-atom excitation

If two atoms collide it is also possible that both atoms become

excited. This is calLed a doable—atom excitation (DAE) as opposed to

the process of single-atom excitation (SAE) discussed above. General-

ly the probability for such a DAE process is much smaller than that

for the SAE process where one of the atoms stays in the ground state,

except in those cases where a special symmetry forbids the SAE

process. On the other hand, if both collision partners are excited,

the anisotropy of the collision system will be shared by both atoms.

Therefore an experimental arrangement as described in 3) where one

measures the polarisation or angular distribution of photons coinci-

dent witli the scattered atoms will not provide all the information

about the excitation amplitudes f;] H . Such an experiment was done by

Fayeton et al (1981), but their analysis was not worked out correctly

(see Nienhuis 1984).

In this thesis an alternative method is used to study DAE

processes.

Photon + photon 4) In this experiment the angular correlation (or

the polarisation correlation) of the two coinci-

dent photons emitted by botli excited collision

particles is measured, but the direction of the

scattered atom is not observed.



In almost the same way as in method 3) an analytical expression for

the angular correlation curve is fitted to the measurements and

information is obtained on the excitation amplitudes. The information

is in terms of probabilities (and phases) for the excitation of both

atoms to various substate combinations |LJMJ>, |l^M-^ (de Vlieger et

al 1981, 1982).

For DAE methods 3) and 4) are complementary. In 3) differential

cross sections are obtained because the direction of the scattered

atom is specified. However, the information is summed over the mag-

netic substates of the scattered excited particle, no photon of which

is observed. In 4) information is obtained about the excitation of

substates of both excited states (and on their coherences), but it is

now integrated over all scattering angles. If the excitation ampli-

tudes fM ,, are defined bv the fundamental processes of which the
"P'2

initial and final states are fully specified, we can describe the

coherently excited state by

k> = I I fM „ (6,E)|L M I,M,>
Mj M, 'V^ l l - -

where 1 refers to the projectile and 2 to the target atom.

One can prove that for a DAE process where both atoms are excit-

ed to a P state, complete information about the excitation amplitudes

ffj ».[ can be gained in a triple—coincidence experiment. In such an

experiment the total information about the photons has to be obtained

(i.e. the angular correlation and the polarisation correlation of

both photons) in coincidence with the scattered particle. However,

then the coincidence rate would be so small that witli the present

techniques such measurements would be impossible. In our experiment

we chose arrangement 4) where the angular correlation of the two

coincident photons is measured and thus we obtained total cross

sections with excitation information on the substates of both atoms.

Using the same arrangement we also determined the relative population

of the substates in an SAE process, where a D state is excited, by

doing a coincidence measurement of two cascade photons.



In the following we give a brief summary of the work described

in this thesis.

In chapter 2 we describe the experimental set-up and measuring

procedure used to measure the angular correlation between the two

coincident photons that result from the radiative decay of two simul-

taneously excited atomic collision partners.

Chapter 3 describes the derivation of an analytical expression

for the angular correlation function, which contains as adjustable

parameters the absolute values and phases of the various excitation

amplitudes integrated over all scattering angles. The latter quanti-

ties are then determined by fitting the analytical angular correla-

tion function found In chapter 3 to the experimental angular correla-

tion curve. This is done in chapter 4 for the fie + He system for

projectile energies between 0.5 and 3.5 keV. Here the case is consid-

ered where both He atoms are simultaneously excited to the 2 P state.

The relation between photon correlations and atomic state correla-

tions is investigated and we calculate the density matrix elements

(products of excitation amplitudes integrated over all scattering

angles) for a statistical distribution of the excited atomic sub-

states, into which a certain symmetry has been incorporated as

explained in chapter 3. Further we give an analysis of our measured

density matrix elements, also called relative partial cross sections

a, p, \, \i and the coherence integral x and we construct a model

(minimal E-A model) that is based on two successive rotational,

couplings.

Chapter 5 deals with collisions between metastable and ground

state helium atoms. Single-photon spectra (as opposed to coincidence

measurements) are presented and compared with spectra from the He +

He and fie + He collision system (the arrow denotes the projectile

particle). Coincidence measurements were performed on these collision

systems to study possible double-atom excitations (cf. chapter 3).

Two types of coincidences were measured,

(i) coincidences between two ultraviolet photons and

(ii) coincidences between an ultraviolet photon and a visible photon.



However, the coincidence peaks were found not to be due to double-

atom excitation but to two photons emitted successively from a

cascade transition within one excited atom.

In chapter 5 we also report on a measurement of the relative

population of the magnetic substates of the 3 D state of helium

(excited by the collision of metastable helium with ground state

helium in a single-atom excitation). In this experiment the two

cascade photons from the 3 D + 2 P •+ I S cascade were measured in

coincidence.

In chapter 6 we describe coincidence measurements on two ultra-

violet photons emitted upon Se-Ne and fte-Ne collisions and study the

double-atom excitation for these systems. For $e + Ne no coincidence

peaks were found. For He + Ne double-atom excitation was observed and

from the measured angular correlations we determined the correspond-

ing density matrix elements for a few kinetic energies of the He

projectile.

Finally, to give some idea of the order of magnitude of the

quantities relevant for the processes studied in this thesis, we

mention that the relevant total cross sections for DAE processes for

fte + He is of the order of 10~21 m2 and the cross sections for SAE

processes are about one order of magnitude larger. The collision time

for the processes studied here is typically of the order of 10" s

and the lifetime of the excited atoms are of the order of 1 ns,

whereas the time interval for the detection of two coincident photons

is typically of the order of 100 ns. In this way we measure about 10

coincidences within 24 hours per spectrum. Therefore, a series of

measurements, from which one set of parameters can be determined,

requires a continuous measuring time of the order of ten days.



CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP TO MEASURE
PHOTON-PHOTON COINCIDENCES

In the experiment a fast beam of ground state He atoms of variable

energy within the range from 0.5 to 3.5 keV is crossed with a thermal

beam of He atoms (figure 1). Two UV photons emitted by the target and

the projectile atom after their simultaneous excitation to the 2^p

state are measured in coincidence by two channeltrons, three pairs of

them are used siraultaneously. One of these channeltrons (1) can be

rotated about the scattering centre to determine the angular distri-

bution of the coincidence count rate. The experimental set-up

consists of an ion source with a neutralising cell and an interaction

chamber in which the collisions take place.

F*R» !• Experimental 6et-up. A, Ion source; B, 30° magnetic mass

selector; C, electrostatic lens system; D, neutralising cell; E,

electrostatic deflection plates; F, interaction chamber; G, thermal

He beam: H, Faraday cup; 1, 2, 3, A, channeltrons.



2.1. ION SOURCE AND NEUTRALISING CELL

The ion source (see figure 1) is an unoplasmatron (Von Ardenne,

1956). The pressure in the unoplasmatron pumped by a small chemical

getter pump is typically 50 Pa. By emission of electrons from a hot

cathode a neutral plasma is generated. Positive ions, extracted from

the plasma by means of a potential drop, are shaped to a nearly

parallel beam by an ion lens system and accelerated to the desired

velocity. After passing through a 30° magnetic mass selector and a

final electrostatic lens about one third of the ions are neutralised

by resonant charge exchange in a neutralising cell containing thermal

He gas at a pressure of 5*10 Pa. The diameters of the entrance and

exit holes are 4 mm. An additional diaphragm of 2.4 mm diameter Is

mounted in front of the interaction chamber such that, to a good

approxiraation, the product of energy and deflection angle (E9) is

less than 600 eVdeg. This limit is chosen in accordance with results

of Barat et al (1973) to keep the charge-exchanged beam free from

metastable 2*S and 2^S He atoms. The final relative energy spread of

the beam is of the order of 10" 2 i.e. about 10 eV. Residual ions are

swept out of the beam by an electric field of 20 keVm • The neutral-

ising cell and electrostatic deflection plates are at distances of

0.7 m and 0.5 m, respectively, from the scattering centre. Therefore,

to minimise collisional excitation in the fast beam by background gas

atoms the drift space between the neutralising cell and the collision

region is pumped by an oil diffusion pump (Balzers DIFF 260) with a

pumping speed of 130 As"1 to keep the pressure below 10~3 Pa. The

neutralising cell, the lens system and the magnet region are pumped

by a separate pump (Edwards Diffstak 100/300) with a pumping speed of

280 As"1.

2.2. INTERACTION CHAMBER

The projectile beam (flux density 10 at̂ iiii-/raZs, 4) = 3 mm) with

10



typical particle velocities of If) ras crosses a thermal beam with

average (thermal) particle velocity of 10 ms~* (see figure 1). The

thermal beam is generated by effusing He from a relatively high

pressure chamber (= 40 Pa) through a single capillary with a length

of 10 mm and an inner diameter of 0.4 mm. The capillary can be

adjusted in height above the beam and in the plane of the beam to get

a maximum signal and measure the beam proportions. If no thermal beam

is present the interaction region is at a pressure of 3*10 Pa. At a

pressure of 40 Pa on the high pressure side of the capillary the

background pressure outside the beam is about 7x10 Pa.

As is shown in figure 1 the photon detection system consists of

four single-channel electron multipliers (Mullard B419BL and X19BL)

with a circular aperture of 10 mm diameter. Three of these channel-

trons are mounted in a fixed position and one can be rotated from 30°

to 150° with respect to the forward projectile beam direction. The

channeltrons are supposed to detect only the 2 P-l S photons emitted

by collisionally excited atoms in the interaction region. For this

reason the projectile beam is shielded for the main part by a

grounded metal cylinder to prevent scattered particles from reaching

the channeltrons. Further, the channeltrons are mounted in grounded

stainless steel cages acting as Faraday cages to screen the

interaction region from the high operational cathode potentials.

The cones of the channeltrons are at a distance of 30 mm from

the interaction region. In front of the cones we have mounted Sn

foils of about 80 nm thickness on a grid. The foil serves to prevent

metastable atoms, ions and electrons, which are produced in the

interaction region, from reaching the channeltrons. Between the foil

and the cone of the channeltron there is another grid. Whereas the

foil is grounded the grid and the cone have a slight negative

potential to prevent secondary electrons from the backside of the

foil from reaching the cone. The transmittance properties of Sn are

very favourable for our case. There is an appreciable transmittance

between about 52 and 80 nm with a maximum near 58 nm, which is close

to the wavelength (58.4 nm) of the He(21P) -* (l'-S) transition (Hunter

11



and Angle 1966). For a fo i l with a thickness of about 80 nm we

measured, with help of a vacuum UV monochromator, a t ransmit tance of

about 0.3 for 58.4 nm rad ia t ion .

Time-of-fl ight measurements by Brenot e t a l (1975a)indicate that

both for single-atom and double-atom e x c i t a t i o n the n = 2 s t a t e s

dominate over the s t a t e s with higher n va lues . Photons from excited

ion s t a t e s wil l not be seen because the t ransmit tance of the Sn fo i l

i s approximately a factor of 20 smaller at 30 nm than at 58.4 nm. As

a consequence the rad ia t ion which i s measured i s predominantly 2 P-

1*S r ad i a t i on .

2 . 3 . ELECTRONIC PROCESSING

With the channeltron configuration given in figure 1 three co inc i -

dence spectra can be measured simultaneously, namely of coincident

photons detected by the channeltrons 1 and 2, channeltrons 1 and 3

and the channeltrons 1 and 4.

Fig. 2. The electronic scheme. The numbers in the boxes are delay

times in ns. I, interaction centre; A, amplifier; D, discriminator;

S, shaper; C, computer. The three boxes B to the lef t of the TAC

divide the number of pulses of the fixed channeltrons by 1000 and

delay them by various amounts to store the number of 6lngle6 in the

same 6pectrim as the coincidences.

12



The electronic scheme for the processing of the channeltron pulses is

given in figure 2. It consists of amplifiers (LeCroy (S12AH), constant

fraction discriminators (Ortec 934) and fast coincidence gates

(Phillips 754). A shaper is used to lengthen the start pulse from 10

ns to 100 ns (Borer). This lengthened pulse determines the coinci-

dence time interval (T = 100 ns) during which the coincidence gate is

opened to receive a stop pulse from one <-f the other channeltrons.

Both the coincidences and the singles detected by the three fixed

channeltrons are stored simultaneously in one multichannel analyser

(Tracor Northern TN17O5) by using a time-to-amplitude converter

(Ortec 437A). For this simultaneous storage of three coincidence

spectra it is necessary to delay the various signals with respect to

each other.

2.4. MEASURING PROCEDURE

At each kinetic energy of the projectile beam Lhe three simultaneous-

ly registered coincidence spectra are measured at eleven different

angles (9) from 40 to 140° with respect to the forward projectile

beam direction. As a measurement at each angle takes about one day

(T), one series of measurements lasts for about ten days, which

requires the ion source to be very stable. For this purpose the

filament is stabilised by keeping the emission current of electrons

from the filament into the plasma constant. This current typically is

of the order of 20 mA.

We used a MC 6809 microprocessor system to control the series of

measurements. It sets the first angle of the variable channeltron

where a measurement is done during time T. Next the microprocessor

starts the data transfer via the multichannel analyser link systen

(de Raaf 1983) into a PDP 11/03 concentrator. Then the microprocessor

steers the variable channeltron to the second angle and so on.

Numbering the successive angles where a measurement is done, in a

first run the odd and in a second run the even numbers are taken.
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This is done to check for a possible drift in the efficiency of the

variable channeltron. The PDP 11/03 is coupled to a central PDP 11/70

computer, which is used for the analysis of the spectra (i.e. the

fitted calculations, the determination of the desired parameters and

the error analysis). During the measurements the count rates of the

fixed channeltrons are checked to be independent of the position of

the variable channeltron; also, the beam flux density Is checked to

be constant by a continuous measurement of the secundary current from

the Faraday cup.

Figure 3 shows a spectrum stored by the multichannel analyser.

To the left we see three vertical bars representing the total numbers

of singles (divided by 1000) counted In the fixed channeltrons 2, 3

and 4. To the right three Gaussian peaks superposed on a flat

background are observed. Every sub-spectrum belongs to the indicated

coincidence channel and has a width of about 100 ns determined by the

100 200 300

Channel number

Fig. 3. Spectrum stored by the multichannel analyser.
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shaper (figure 2 ) . The background can be ascribed to accidental

coincidences where the two photons originate from two separate colli-

sions. The coincidence peaks result from photon pairs originating

from simultaneously excited atoms in one collision, i.e. the true

coincidences. The width of the coincidence peaks is about 8 ns which

can be completely ascribed to the pair of channeltrons measuring in

coincidence because the time resolution of the electronics and the

decay width of the 2 P state are 0.8 and 0.58 ns, respectively. Time

differences are probably caused by electrons originating from the

front of the cone with respect to electrons from the back of the

cone.

After measuring for a time T (e.g. one day) we find the true

coincidences by fitting a Gaussian peak of variable width and height

on a flat background of variable height to the measured spectra. The

area underneath the Gaussian fit above the flat background will be

taken to be the fitted value for the true coincidences I CT. In order

to eliminate long term drifts in target and projectile densities and

in the efficiencies of the fixed channeltrons the numbers of the true

2.43-

- 2.00-

1.51-

1
90

6 (deg)

—I
180

Fig. 4. Angular distribution of the ratio of the coincidences (ICT)

and the single counts (I£T) of the fixed detector.
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coincidences are normalised on the measured singles. Figure 4 shows

this ratio as a function of the direction of the variable channel-

trons: the so-called angular correlation function. In chapter 3 we

will show that this angular distribution has the following angular

dependence:

IT
y ^ = fj + f2 sin(2e) + f3 sin (9)
s

By a least squares fit we can find fj, f2 and f-j from which the more

fundamental parameters can be determined.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORY OF DETECTION OF TWO COINCIDENT
PHOTONS FROM SIMULTANEOUS DOUBLE-ATOM

EXCITATION

3.1. INTRODUCTION

If two atoms A and B collide with sufficient energy both may be

excited. We consider the case where after some delay the excited

atoms decay spontaneously, each by emitting a photon:

A + B •* A* + B* (1)

+ p2

A + p:

The excited states are assumed to be J = 1 or L = 1 states if there

is no spin-orbit coupling present, as is the case for the 2 P excited

state of helium. The two photons emitted spontaneously by the two

excited atoms will be detected in coincidence. Neither of the atoms

will be detected, which means that there is no fixation of a specific

collision plane. In this chapter we will derive an analytical

expression for the angular correlation of the two coincident photons

which contains the various excitation amplitudes and phases as

parameters. The latter quantities provide information as to the

probabilities for excitation of various magnetic substate combina-

tions of the two excited atoms and their mutual coherences.
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3.2. DENSITY OPERATOR (G), COINCIDENCE RATE (N) AND MULTIPOLE

EXPANSION

The fundamental theoretical quantity describing the excitation

process is the scattering amplitude:

f(MM';v *- vQ) (2)

where v and vn are the final and initial relative velocities and M,M'

denote the magnetic substates of the excited atoms A and B ,

respectively. The groundstates are assumed to be non-degenerate. The
* *

steady state creation rate of excited A B pairs per unit interaction

volume is given by the density operator

G = n n /dv I £ |MM'> f(MM';v «• v )vf (NN1;v «- v )<NN' | (3)
° A B Mli' NN1

where nA and nB are the densities of both atomic species and |MM'> is

a shorthand notation for the doubly excited state where atom A is in

state | J[^> - I 1M> and B in | 1M'>. In our experiment, as is des-

cribed in chapter 2, we only look for simultaneous 2 P-2 P excitation

In He so J^ = Jg = 1.

The integration in (3) is performed over the unobserved

direction v of the relative velocity direction after the excitation.

We find the effective steady state density operator of excited A B

pairs per unit interaction volume by sampling the creation rate over

the past, accounting for decay:

oo — (r +r ) T
G = Jd/r e A B C = <r + rJ~1G (4)

0 0 A B (I

where T,, To are the decay rates of the atoms A and B .

In the following we look at the situation where A" emits the

first photon within the time interval [O,dt] and B emits the second

photon within [T,T + dT]. By applying the Golden Rule for a dipole

transition we find the photon emission rate of atom A into a unit

18



solid angle by a unit volume and per unit time for a certain detected

polarisation t by

N(e) = x TrA(d
+Gd) (5)

with the raising part of the dipole operator in the observed

polarisation direction:

d = ji .£ (6)

u>3

and x = — r- .
8u e fie

Throughout this thesis we will denote the adjoint of an operator by a

+ sign as upper index like d+ in (•>). In (6) H. is the raising part

of the dipole moment operator acting on a substate | LJw* of the lower

lying final state of atom A and creating an initial upper state |L^>.

Further O)Q, £Q, h and c are the frequency of the emitted radiation,

the permittivity of the vacuum, Planck's constant and the velocity of

light in vacuum, respectively. Finally in (5) we take the trace over

the lower lying final states of atom A, which in this case consists

of only the non-degenerate J = 0 state. However (5) is still an

operator in terms of initial upper states of the B atom.

Now the state evolves freely during a time T until a second

photon with polarisation t' is emitted by atom B. The coincidence

rate N(e,?';T) is defined by the requirement that N(e,£';T)dtdT is

the number of coincidences creating a photon within time interval

[O,dt] from A with polarisation I and a photon within [I,T+dT] from B

with polarisation e1 both into a unit solid angle, originating from a

unit volume of the interaction region:

-(T )T
N(e,£',T) = xx'TrATrB{d'

+[e B (d+Gd)]d'}
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with

(8)

Since we have no time selection, we get the polarisation dependent

coincidence rate by integrating over the possible (positive) time

differences between the photons from B and A.

Now we expand the creation rate GQ defined in (3) with respect

to a basis consisting of the direct products of adjoint spherical

tensors pertinent to the atoms A and B:

Go = 1 I g(kq.k'q') T + (A) T+ (B) (9)
kq k'q' H H

where the spherical tensors are defined by specifying their matrix

elements in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (Fano and Racah

1957)

<JM|Tkq(JJ)|jN> = (-1)
J~N<JM;J-N|kq> (10)

with k,q integer and 0 < k < 2J; -J < q < J.

The expansion coefficients are called state multipoles and they

will serve as a parametrisation for the results of our symmetry

consideration. The correlations between the atoms find expression in

every relation where the set of indices (kq) of A is related to the

set of indices (k'qr) of atom B. The state multipoles can be found by

inversion of (9):

g(kq;kV) = TrATrB{G0 Tkq(A) Tk,qi<B>}. (11)

With the help of this expression the coincidence rate can be expanded

in products of two factors, each corresponding to one of the atoms.
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This is only possible because of the absence of fine structure. We

define the orthogonal complete set of nine Cartesian 3X3 matrices:

\a = E (-1)1*"0' ua<l0;l-a|kq>u^, (12)
" Off'

where the spherical unit vectors can be expressed in the Cartesian

unit vectors by

uo - ez

With the help of the Wigner-Eckart theorem (Sobel'man 1972, Nienhuis

1980) we find

(A)d)r(dT, (A)d) =^^t.h.
A kq x kq

B

d')

where the specification of y and V to A and B is self explanatory and

f n W U V ,i k i ,
yk = x(-l) f { L } O 5 )

u i u

with the reduced matrix element <LullullL^>. From this and the explicit

6-J symbols for the 2*P excitation:

rl k 1, ( - l ) k

we find

„ - l < m i i i o > l :

= v (17)

which appears to be independent of k. Substituting (9) and (1A) in

(7) and integrating over positive times T we find
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(18)

3.3. SYMMETRIES AND THE REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS

From (18) it is obvious that the state raultipoles can be used as a

set of parameters for the polarisation of the radiation. Therefore we

will now give a list of properties to determine the number of

independent parameters.

1) From (10) and ( U ) it follows:

if k > 2 or k1 > 2 then g(kq,k'q') = 0. (19)

2) From Hermiticity (GQ = cj) and (11) it follows:

g*(kq,k'q') = £_l>q+q' gCk-q^'-q 1). (20)

The above relations hold independently of the choice of the

quantisation axis. However, if we fix it along the fast particle beam

axis in our experiment the following additional relations connected

with the symmetries of the system hold.

3) Axial symmetry about the beam axis:

if q + q1 f 0 then g(kq,k'q') = 0. (21)

4) Mirror symmetry with respect to any plane containing the beam

axis:

g(kq,k'q') = (-l)k-q+k'-<5'8(k-q,k'-q1). (22)
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5) If A and B are identical atoms excited to the same state (J. = Jg)

the probability for excitation of atom A in |M> and B in |M'> must

be the same as the probability for excitation of atom A in |M'>

and B in |M>. From (3) one can immediately see that

<MM'|GO |NN'> = <M'M|GO |N'N> (23)

rtiich means for the state multipoles

g(kq.k'q') = g(k'q',kq). (24)

7
Ib)

Fig. 5. Interchange of the names of the two atoms. The corresponding
amplitudes are the same because the processes are the sane, (a) Coor-
dinate space, (b) velocity space.
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6) Parity invariance requires that a process and its space reflection

with respect to a point have the same scattering amplitude.

Diagrammatically the process and the corresponding scattering

amplitude are determined by drawing the situation in coordinate

and velocity space. The result is found easily:

f(MM';v <- vQ) = p{f(MM';v <- vfl)\ = TI n f (MM* ;-v * -vQ) (25)

where r)̂  and TI2 a r e t h e parity of the 2 P state. Therefore Tl2r|2 = 1-

7) Because the initial state is non-degenerate and the atoms A and B

are identical, they cannot be distinguished before the collision.

As a consequence we could interchange the names of the atoms (A —

B) keeping the physical collision process really unaltered as

given in figure (5). This leads to the following result in terras

of the scattering amplitudes:

f(MM';v <- vQ) = f(M'M;-v <- - v Q ) . (26)

8) Combining parity invariance (25) and name interchange (26) we find

Nienhuis' "strong" symmetry relation for the scattering amplitude

(Nienhuis 1984):

f(MM';v <- v ) = f(M'M;v *• v ). (27)

Substituting this into (3) gives

<MM'|G0|NN'> = <M'M|G0|NN'>. (28)

This symmetry is called "strong" with regard to the interchange

symmetry (discussed in (5)) and which is called the "weak"

symmetry. This classification is chosen because, although the

strong symmetry contains the weak symmetry, (28) restricts the

number of free parameters even more than (23). Nienhuis proved
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that, if after the collision both atomic states have J = 1, no

molecular states with total angular momentum Jt = 1 are excited.

We will use this in our interpretation of a statistical

distribution in section 4.3.C.

We will show that in this experiment there are only six independent

parameters and we want to know their connection with the density

matrix elements. He therefore translate some of the conclusions drawn

from the symmetry considerations above into matrix element language.

2) Hermiticity <MM'|G O|NN'> = <NN'|GQ|MM'>*.

3) Axial symmetry: matrix element non-zero only if M + Mf = N + N'.

A) Mirror symmetry: <MM'|G O|NN
1> = (-1)M+M'~N~N'<-M-M'|GQ|-N-N'>.

5) Weak symmetry: see (23).

8) Strong symmetry: see (28).

It is convenient first to use the axial symmetry M + M1 = N + N' at

which a lot of matrix elements disappear. After that the other

remarks can be used to find only six independent parameters. We

choose the following set:

Tr(G) = N"1

a = M<00|c|n0>

g = N<IO|G | IO>

a + 4|3 + 2\ + 2u = 1. (29)

p. = N< 111 G} Il>
x = M<I-I|G|OO>

Tr(G) is a normalisation factor which, in fact, corresponds to the

absolute total cross section, extracted for a better interpretation

of the four relative partial cross sections (RPCS). Of course these

four parameters are coupled by the normalisation condition a + 46 +

2^ + 2p. = 1. Furthermore, because they are diagonal elements they

must be real.

At last x is the only off-diagonal matrix element which is

independent of the RPCS. This matrix element can be complex and
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Table 1. The non-zero matrix elements <MM'|G| NN'>/Tr(G) and their

mutual dependence according to the remarks 2) -8) in the t e x t .

NNN'

11

10

1-1

01

00

0-1

- 1 1

- 1 0

-1 -1

11 10 1-1

p

X

p

X*

X

01 00

p

X

p

<r

X

0-1 -11 -10 -1-1

X

*
X

p p

X

p p

therefore in fact consists of two real independent parameters. We

find seven parameters minus one (normalisation condition), leaving

six real parameters. All of the non-zero matrix elements and there

mutual dependence according to the symmetry relations are indicated

in table 1.

Using (11) we can express the state multipoles in terms of the

resulting parametrisation of the density matrix elements:
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MfHff

"X 4*2 (30)
1 k 1 1 k' 1

* (2k + 1)* (2k' + 1)* ( A A) (_MB MB).

Using the 3J~symbols we find explicitly:

g(00,00) = -| Tr(G) {a + 4P + 2X + 2n}

g(20,00) = - | /? Tr(G) {a + P - X - u}

g(20,20) = | Tr(G) {2a - 4P + X + n]

g(21,2-l) = Tr(G) (Re(x) - P)

g(22,2-2) = Tr(G) {X} (31)

g(10,10) = Tr(G) {\i ~ \]

S<11,1-1) = -Tr(G) {Re(x) + P)

g(21,l-l) = Tr(G) {-i Ira(x)}.

3.4. COINCIDENCE RATE IN THE EXPERIMENT (Tc)

Now we want to derive a formula for the real coincidence rate in our

experiment. From (18) we find the coincidence rate per unit of

reaction volume for a photon from A in direction n(4l>9) and next a

photon from B in direction n(^>,a), each per unit solid angle summing

over the possible independent polarisation directions:

q q

<=e{,i<2 kq k'q- (32)

with
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r
c(kq,k'q') = y y ^ — -'-f-j g(kq,k" q') .

* * A B

(A decays before B )

However, except for the Doppler shift there is no fundamental way to

distinguish between the possibilities that A emits the photoij into

direction n before B (into n) or B' (into n) before A into n. For

the latter case the coincidence rate is again given by (32), but now

with interchange of A and B, and of kq and k'q'.

The two ways described above in which the atonic complex A B

can decay also lead to an interference contribution in the

coincidence rate as described by Nienhuis (1983). For our experiment

we can neglect this interference contribution because it is of the
*} - • > + •> — ft

order of F~/(k.v) (k1 .v) ~ 1(1 compared to the direct terns. Only in

the case t. and v or 5c' and v are nearly perpendicular will it he of

the same order of magnitude as the direct terns (moaning the Doppler

shift is too srcalL to distinguish which atom the photon originates

from). Nevertheless, because we have to integrate over .ill possible

relative velocities v in our experiment, the contribution will be

small anyway. Therefore we add the upper left and upper right

diagrams of table 2 incoherently using the weak symmetry (24), giving

again (32) with

A ft * A B

c(kq,k'q') (A first or B first in direction n) = y y g(kq,k'q').

(34)

We havi herewith derived the coincidence rate where the first photon

has direction n(4',f)) emitted either by atom \ or by B and the second

photon has direction n(4>,9). However, because we cannoi. distinguish

which detector detects the first photon it could as well have

direction n. These contributions correspond to the bottom diagrams of

table 2 and give rise to the same contribution as the upper row due

to the weak symmetry:

(3S)
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Table 2. Incoherent contributions to the coincident photon intensity
in case the f i rs t photon is detected in direction n or n and origi-
nates either from A or from B . (For interference contributions see
the tex t . ) Upper left corresponds to (33). (35) &hows that the con-
tribution of the bottom row equals the contribution of the top row.

Detection of first
photon in direction n

Detection of first
photon in direction n

A* emits first

®*—(Dst—G>

®* ®nd ©

B* emits first

One final question can be raised about interference contributions

between top and bottom row diagrams of table 2. If our time

resolution was high enough we could distinguish between these two

poss ib i l i t i e s . Therefore we expect no interference in general but

just an incoherent summing of the upper and lower diagrams.

According to (35) the coincidence rate accounting for both

detection ways will be twice (34); i . e . because (£1 ,E n| and

|e j , e ' , n} are orthonormal bases of 01 we can write the coincidence

rate without polarisation analysis:

k q
cCkq,kV)</3

( 3 6 )

wi th

' q ' ) = 2yAyB g ( k q , k ' q ' ) ( 3 7 )

Thus, this is the coincidence rate per unit interaction volume for a

photon in direction (<t>,0) and before or after i t a photon in
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direction ($,^) each per unit solid angle. Notice the differences

with the formulation before (32). In the surâ the terras with^k and k'

equal to one do not contribute because n .S .n = Tr(nn .S ) is a

trace of a product of a symmetric and an antisymmetric matrix.

Evaluating the tensor products and abbreviating the gonioraetric

expressions by

Cj = c(<ji) = cos(<C)

c 2 = c(9) = cos(9)

s(<|>) = sin(i)))

s(9) = sin(9) (38)

we find

-| c(00,00) c(00,20)

c(20,00)

qq

X , c(2q,2q') (39)

where the relevant prefactors in the double sum X^ ui 1 going with

the multipole components c(kq,k'q') are given in table 3.

For the composition of table 3 we have used the invariance of

the density operator with respect to rotations about the projectile

beam axis, which requires q + q' to be zero (21). Because our detec-

tors have finite circular apertures we will in reality not measure

the distribution given above in (39) but a photon distribution which

is smeared out to a certain extent. Every combination k,q (or k',q')

in £he multipole components originates from a product with the tensor
-H- -M- +
n .S .n which transforms with respect to rotations as the adjoint
spherical harmonic Ŷ (8,<|>). We prove in the appendix that a coarse

grained adjoint spherical harmonic

Yka (

(9o>Va)
( 4 0 )

where Q = /dQ = 2u(l - cos(a)), and where the integral is taken over

an axially symmetric detector aperture, transforms as a spherical

harmonic ^ - ( Q Q . ^ Q ) . From this we conclude that
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Table 3. Non-zero elements of the tensor product X. , , , •= n .S. .n n .S. , ,.n

kqN 00 2-2 2-1 20 21 22

00

2-2

2-1

20

21

22

,3 2 ,2. , ,3-2 ,2.

(41)

where the proportionality constants will not depend on q nor on

^O'^o) b u t o n ly o n t h e o r d e r °f the spherical harmonic k and the

half-angle of the detector aperture viewed from the interaction

region. By inverting this we can find explicit expressions for bk(a)

just by choosing values for q and (0Q>4>Q). Making simple choices we

find

V a ) = «*>,«)
O8.*)

a Yko(oo)
(42)
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and with the explicit forms of the spherical harmonics we find

b0(<O = I

b{(a) = |(1 + cos a) (43)

bjCa) = icos a(l + cos a) = b.

Generalising these arguments implies that the terras of (39) have to

be multiplied by various factors. For k = 0 we multiply by a factor Q

and for k = 2 by a factor bQ and similarly for k' with respect to $

and bQ,

With (37) and the weak symmetry (24) we find

c(kq.k'q') = c(k'q\kq) (44)

and inserting a factor T]ri for the detection efficiency of both

detectors the real coincidence intensity is given by

I = [A + Bs^ + Csi + Ds^s^ + Es(29)s(29)c(<t> - 40

(45)

with

A = -| c(00,00) + -| /2(b + b) c( 20,00) + -| bb c(2O,2O)

B = -/2 b c(20,00) - bb c(20,20)

C = -/2 b c(20,00) - bb c(20,20) (46)

D = j bb c(20,20)

E = - -|- bb c(21,2-l)

F = -i bb c(22,2-2).

Now we want to express the multipole components c(kq,k'q') in the

independent matrix elements given in table 1. From (37) and (17) we

find the relation between multipole components and state multipoles:
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2x2|<lllull0>|4

cCkq.k'q') = 2y gCkq.k'q1) =- gCkq.k'q') (47)
2

which can be expressed in terras of density matrix elements by using

(31). The broken line in (31) indicates that the last three state

raultipoles are not relevant for our experiment. They refer to

circular polarisation which cannot be measured in our experiment

because they do not occur in equation (46). Substituting (31) in (47)

and the result in (46) gives with a redefinition of A - F,

I = / dQ' f dS* I*~(<|),9,a;*,9,c
C (a) (a)

= 2y2 Tr(G)[A + Ss^ + Cs2 + D s ^ + Es( 28)s( 26)c(<|) -

• if))]"!!!! r)Q (48)

where

A = -i (4 + 2b + 2b + bb) - -i a(2b + 2b - bb) - -| p(b + b + bb)

B = -b[(y + -g- b) - a(l - ~ b) - (3(2 + 2b)]

C = -b[(j + -JT b) - a(l - j k ) - p(2 + 2b)] = B (b ~ b) (49)

D = j bb[l + 3a - 12p]

E = - | bb[Re(X) - P]

F = -I bb\.

An interesting limiting case arises when we have infinitesimal small

detector apertures (see (43)). Then b and ? increase to 1 and the

prefactors become

A = 1 - a - 4p

B = C = - i [ l - a - 8 p ]

D = H i + 3a - 12(3] (50)

E = -i[Re(x) - P]

F = \X.
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In our experiment b and b are approximately 0.98 which means that we

are close to the above situation.

If we calculate the average of the coincidence intensity Ic for

an arbitrary detector aperture Q and £2 over all possible directions

of the detector axes (<|>,9) and Of,%) we expect to find the mean

coincidence intensity times QS. In this way we find a relation

between the constants A - D:

(51)

as can be verified by equation (48) for arbitrary b and %•

In the experiment we have one detector which is fixed with

direction (?,^) and the other detector (<t>,9) can only be varied in

the polar angle 9. This means that we cannot find all six prefactors

A — F separately but only the following combinations:

I c = 2y2 Tr(G)[X + Y s(29) + Z S^TIQ rjfi (52)

X = A + C %2

Y = E s(29) c(0 - •) (53)

7, = B + D ̂  + F Sj ?

In a similar way we can find the photon detection rate due to single-

atom excitation. If PQ denotes the steady state creation rate for

single excitation after the collision the effective steady state

density operator will be given by

p = /dt e"rt Po = - pQ. (54)

Define the relative populations of substates by
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r, = Tr(p) Tr(p)
(55)

Then the photon detection rate due to single atom excitation within

detector aperture tl is given by

I = 2y Tr(p) [K + L cos2(9)] rJB

K = | + | b ( j - r0) (56)

L = ~ b(3r0 - 1).

The factor 2 is added because we have no selection for photons from

one atom or the other in single—atom excitation. (The argument of a

Doppler shift is not applicable as was discussed before (33).)

3.5. THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF TWO COINCIDENT PHOTONS FROM DOUBLE

ATOM EXCITATIONS

In order to eliminate some uninteresting parameters we divide the

true coincidences (52) measured during time T by the singles detected

by the fixed detector given by (56):

V 2
— = f + f sin(29) + f sin (9) (57)
I T

1 [1 - P cosZ(9)] l

f, = ~ [x (Re(x) - 0)] (58)
[1 - P cosz(6)]

f, ^ [x + x a + x i + x X]
3 [1 - P cos2(9)] ^ 5 6 7
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with

xo
x l

X2

1
36

_ _J_
1
3

(b

(0

(4

+ 2)(Q

- (b +

+ 8)

1 - 8) -

1XQ +

- -i bb sin(26) cos(<|> - 4>) (59)

x
5

x
6 = \ b{4 + Q}

bb sin2(6) cos(2(<t> -

where

Q = 2b(2 - 3 sin29)

b = -̂  cosa(l + cosa)

b = -r cosa(l + cosa) (60)

P - - \ from (56) ^

o

s

The advantages for taking the ratio (58) are several. All kinds of

unknown properties of the fixed detector disappear (r|,S5). The

measuring time T cancels too and by remembering that the traces

correspond with the densities of target and projectile particles

times the respective total cross sections:

Tr(G) = nA nR ^ o t

Tr(p) = n. nB
 a^Ot (<* o f double atom excitation) (61)

we see that if we take the constant density approximation over the

reaction volume seen by the detectors, these densities cancel too.
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APPENDIX

Consider a function f(Q) on a sphere, with Q = (9,<t>) and a normalised

weight function p(Q,Q') with the property that it is invariant with

respect to rotations

p(Q.Q') = p(RQ.RQ') (A.I)

and normalised on the sphere:

JdQ' p(Q.Q') = 1. (A.2)

This function p transforms f into a coarse grained function 1 defined

by

f(Q) = (Cf)(Q) = JdQ' p(Q.Q') f(Q') (A.3)

where C is the coarse graining operator acting on the function.

The rotated function on the sphere is defined by

(Rf)(Q) = fCR""^). (A.4)

Then it is easy to prove that rotation and coarse graining are

commuting operators

(CRf)(Q) = JdQ' p(Q,Q')(Rf)(Q»)

= JdQ1 p(Q.Q') f(R-1Q')

= JdQ" p(Q,RQ") f(Q")

with (A.I)

= JdQ" p(R"1Q,Q") f(Q")

= (Cf)(R-1Q)

= (RCf)(Q). (A.5)

Thus indeed
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CR = RC. (A.6)

In our explicit case p(Q,fi') represents the circular detector aper-

ture (about detector axis Q) having a discontinuous edge. However we

see that the commuting property also holds if we have a variation in

the efficiency over the detector aperture as long as it is axially

symmetric about the detector axis according to (A.I) to hold. With

the help of this general commuting property we will prove that the

coarse grained spherical harmonics Y^- = C Y, transform with respect

to rotations as the spherical harmonics Y^ itself. The rotation

transformation properties of the spherical harmonics are given by the

rotation matrices D̂ i (Pfl) performing a rotation about ft over angle (3:

^ \q R = \, V °q'q (A'7)

with

-i-jr n.J
D , (pn) = <kq'|R(Pn)|kq> = <kq'|e |kq>. (A.8)

Therefore the coarse grained spherical harmonics transform as

Dk

q
(A.9)

Y, R = R 1 C Y. R = C R 1 Y. R = C I Y, , D k ,kq kq kq L kq' q'q
q

Comparing with (A.7) we see indeed that the coarse grained spherical

harmonics transform with respect to rotations in exactly the same way

as the spherical harmonics themselves. Because the spherical

harmonics form a complete set on the sphere the Y^a have to be

proportional to Y^ with a proportionality constant which only

depends on the order k. of the spherical harmonic and the parameters

which determine the coarse graining weight function p(Q,Q'), but not

on the direction of the detector axis Q = (̂ Q.'t'n) nor on the rank q.
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In our case the weight function is determined by the half angle

(a) under which the aperture is viewed from the interaction region,

so

v w - v a ) vvv- <*•»»
Taking the adjoint we find the same relation for the adjoint

spherical harmonics because coarse graining and taking the adjoint

commute.
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CHAPTER 4

THE SIMULTANEOUS EXCITATION OF BOTH
COLLISION PARTNERS TO VARIOUS SUBSTATE

COMBINATIONS IN He-He COLLISIONS

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the collision of two He atoms in which both atomic particles

are excited into a 2 P state. Both atoms will decay to the ground

state, each of them emitting a UV photon (X = 58.A nm, T = 0.58 ns).

The angular correlation of the two photons resulting from such a

collision gives information on the cross sections and coherence for

excitation to various atomic substate combinations even though the

scattered particle is not detected. The latter fact causes the

measured two-photon angular distribution to be axially symmetric

about the beam axis. In this experiment we measure cross sections for

the substate combinations and the coherence parameter as a function

of the beam energy in the range from 0.5 to 3.5 keV. This range

belongs to the lower part of the intermediate energy region where the

collision velocity is of the order of the mean orbital electron

velocity.

In 1973 Barat et al proposed for the case of simultaneous

excitation of target and projectile He atoms in the quasiraolecular

picture of the collision a two-step rotational coupling from the

initial Z via a fl to a A state. Gauyacq (1976) took a E—TI—E• two-step

rotational coupling into account to explain the differential cross

sections determined by Morgenstern et al (1973) and Brenot et al

(1975«Jl They measured these molecular excitations via the scattered

neutral with help of the time-of-flight technique. Gerber et al
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(1973) showed by analysing ejected electrons from He-He collisions

that at small separation simultaneous excitation may also lead to

molecular autoionisation.

By using the coincidence technique for the two photons we are

able to measure the cross sections for the final substate combina-

tions and even a kind of coherence. The price we have to pay is that

we cannot measure differential but only total partial (i.e. for

substate combinations) cross sections because the count rates for two

coincident photons restricted to the solid angles of the detectors

are very small. The quantum-mechanical state selection is more

complete in our experiment than in the experiment by Fayeton et al

(1981) who, on the same collision system, measured one photon in

coincidence with the scattered particle (see also Nienhuis 1984). On

the other hand, they get information about differential cross

sections. Both experiments provide a fine probe for the excitation

mechanism.

Interesting related results are found by Boskamp et al (1984)

for He -He scattering. They measured the angular distribution of the

autoionisation electron emitted after the collision in coincidence

with the scattered He ion. Comparing the experimental results with

an independent-electron two-step (2pou) + (2pu(]) rotational coupling

model taking not only the final ~AT but also the ""£, molecular state

into account (cf. Gauyacq 1976), they find a zero order agreement. By

inserting two additional E-ll couplings, one at large distance and one

al small distance dependent on the ratio of impact parameter and the

relative vsloc y, they find quantitative agreement with their

experimental results.

The type of double-atom excitation we are looking at is diffi-

cult to treat from first principles because before the excitation

there are two closed shells witli two electrons In each, whereas after

the collision two electrons are promoted to the next shell creating

four open shells. Therefore computer calculations would require

taking all four shells and four-electron correlations into account,

which is hardly possible at this moment.
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4.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM COINCIDENT ULTRAVIOLET PHOTONS FROM

DOUBLE-ATOM EXCITATION

The relative partial cross sections (RPCS) and coherence integral

(CI) are given as a function of the kinetic energy of the particles

in the fast projectile beam. From the fit values fjj, ^21' ^3i ^or

any coincidence detector combination described In chapter 2 and the

theoretical part in chapter 3 these fitted values appear as a linear

combination of a, p, \, \i, Re(x) (eqation (58)). By inverting (58)

0.3-

0.2-

ts"

0.1-

Fig. 6. Relative partial cross sections a (o) and P (•) as a function

of the kinetic energy of the projectile. The broken lines correspond

to the low energy s ta t is t ica l model as will be discussed In section

4.3.C The full curves correspond to the E-A model of section 4.4.
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and using a weighted least squares method we now find the expectation

values and deviations of the desired parameters.

In figure 6 the relative partial cross sections a. for excitation

of the |MiM2> = 100> substate combination with respect to the fast

projectile beam is given. It is dominant at low energies in the sense

that it is the largest of all RPCS but it decreases steeply to zero

at 1 keV and above. In the same figure the relative partial cross

section is given for excitation of the |MjM0> = I 10> substate combi-

nation. It increases from 10 to 20" at higher energies. From the

explicit density matrix table 1 chapter 3 one can see that, in fact,

P also determines some off-diagonal elements. The measured values of

X, which is the RPCS of the |1-1> substate combination, turns out not

to be significantly different from zero. However, we can determine

the sum of \ and (i, which is ihe RPCS of the 11> substate combina-

tion, by using the normalisation equation (29) and the measured

0.3-.

0.2-

0.1-

2

f (KeV)

Fig. 7. The parameters X +

normalisation equation (29).

calculated from a, P and the



values of a and fi in figure 6. The result of (X + (i) is shown in

figure 7.

Further we have determined Re(x) which, contrary to the other

parameters, is not interpretable as a RPCS. In some sense X gives the

coherence between the | 1-1> and 100> states. However, because it

contains an integration over the final relative velocity, we call it

the coherence integral. This coherence integral was shown to be the

only off-diagonal element that is independent of the diagonal

elements (see table 1 chapter 3 ) . Re(x) is shown in figure 8, which

seems to decrease with increasing energy. Another remarkable point is

that Re(x) is positive in the whole range whereas x is a complex

number with no a priori limitation on the argument.These experimental

results are also given in table 4 where the statistical errors are

between brackets.

In conclusion we can say that an appreciable energy dependence

of the parameters a and (3 is measured, which needs explanation in

terms of some physical model as a function of the kinetic energy of

the collision. Also the positive values of Re(x) are remarkable.

0.2-

>< 0.1-

cc

I 1

2

f(keVI

?*£• ,8- The r e a l Part o f the coherence integral (Re(x)) as a function

of the kinetic energy of the projectile.
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Table 4. The experimental results of the relative partial cross

sections and the coherence integral.

Energy (keV)

0.50

0.60

0.75

1.25

1.90

2.50

3.50

a

28

15

10

0

-4

-5

-1

(6)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(5)

(3)

(8)

P (%

10

13

11

16

21

19

17

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(4)

\ +

16

17

23

19

10

14

17

H (%)

(7)

(6)

(4)

(3)

(6)

(4)

(12)

Re(x)

9

18

12

7.7

13

12

3

m

(3)

(4)

(2)

(0.9)

(3)

(2)

(7)

4.3. CORRRLATIONS AND STATISTICS

In this section we want to answer the question to what extent the

angular correlations between the two coincident photons (photon

correlations) necessarily indicate certain types? of correlations

between the excitations of the various magnetic substates of the two

simultaneously excited atoms (atomic substate correlations). Finally

we will compare the measured collision amplitudes in the high and low

energy limit with certain types of statistical distributions. This

comparison may give hints for the best choice of the basis states in

which the final-state distribution is almost random. The best

agreement found is that between the low energy experimental

parameters and the statistical distribution including strong symmetry

where every substate combination has an equal statistical weight.
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4.3.a. Photon correlations

Let us first look at the photon polarisation distribution originating

from single-atom excitation. The number of photons with polarisation

s emitted by a unit volume per unit of time in a unit solid angle is

given by

-» *

M(O = e .C.e = 1 c e .S £ (62)
kq M ^

where (5 is tlie polarisation matrix defined by Tr (u pp.) with p the

density operator given by (54).

Of course it is impossible to conclude from this polarisation

dependence that there is some correlation between two separately

emitted photons. Equation (62) gives the photon distribution for a

large number of single-photon detections. Dividing (62) by the trace

of C gives the probability for an arbitrary detected photon to be in
->

polarisation state £.

Tr(C) ' Tr(C)

Assuming that there is no correlation between two photons emitted

within time interval T and by an interaction volume AV the

probability for such an event, where one photon has polarisation e

and the other £ , is given by the product of the separate

probabilities:

* •+ -> -•

P(e ,e ) = P(e )p(e ) (64)

and for the coincidence rate within T originating from AV we have to

include the factor TAV:

->• + + + - » • + • + • » - » •

N(e1,e2,T) = el.C.el £2>C E 9 TAV. (65)

Hence the absence of correlations of the two photons corresponds to
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factorisation of the raultipole components:

c(kq,kV) = ckq ck,q, TAV. (66)

If the scattered atom is not detected we showed that the angular

radiation pattern, which is given by the sura over two linear

polarisation directions transverse to the direction of motion of the

photon, has only the cos (9) dependence (56). Therefore if we measure

the angular distribution of two photons originating from two

different collisions with single excitation without polarisation

analysis we can only find c(00,00), c(20,00) = c(00,20) and c(20,20)

to be non-zero. The radiation would be isotropic (and thus the

polarisation zero) in case c(00,00) t 0 and all other c(kq,k'q') = 0.

This will be called the isotropic polarisation distribution.

Now that we have identified the absence of correlation between

two photons with factorising raultipoles as in (66) we want to look

more carefully to our experimental case where two photons originating

from one collision with simultaneous double-atom excitation are

detected. The polarisation distribution is

N (e,e«) = I c(kq,k'q') ?+.S+ .e £'+.s£ .e' (67)
kqk'q' 4

and the angular coincidence radiation pattern is given by (48) and

(50) (for convenience we use b = b = 1), where A, B, C, D are linear

combinations of c(00,00), c(20,00) and c(2O,20) and K = -ic(21,2-l)

and F = £c(22,2-2).

At first sight it seems remarkable that in our experiment the

multipoles c(2L,2-l) and c(22,2-2) also contribute to the anisotropy

of the angular distribution. The reason is that here the axial

symmetry around the projectile beam does no longer require q = q1 =

0, but only q + q' = 0 . An even more striking feature of (67) is the

observation, contrary to the case of single-atom excitation, that we

cannot have an isotropic polarisation distribution in the case of

simultaneous double atom excitation, i.e. with c(00,(10) £ D and all
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other c(kq,k'q') = 0. This can be proved as follows. One can show

that the following proportionalities exist between the multipole

components and linear combinations of the density matrix elements

(compare (31)):

c(00

c(20

c(20

c(21

c(22

c(10

c(ll

c(21

,00)

,00)

,20)

,2-1)

,2-2)

,10)

,1-1)

,1-D

isotropic

~ {a + 46 +

~ {a + p - X
~ {2a - 48 +

~ {Re(x) - P

~ {» - \]
~ {Re(x) + P
~ {-i Im(x)}

polarisation

2X + 2n)

-a}
\ + u}

}

}

requirement lead

(68)

of eight equations with six unknowns. This means that there always

has to be a minimum correlation between the photons. This can be

traced back to the strong symmetry because the fully isotropic

density matrix obeys axial and planar symmetry but not the strong

symmetry. The last three proportionalities are not observable in our

experiment, but they are if circular polarisation is measured.

Now we want to investigate for our experimental case if, in

theory, it would be possible to find an isotropic angular

distribution of coincident photons. At first, therefore, we do not

look at the last three multipoles of (68). Normalising with c(00,00)

and setting the next four multipoles of (68) equal to zero we find a

solvable set. The solutionn are

a = p = Re(x) = -|

X = 0 (69)

2

V = -g

and the consequence for the last three multipoles is



c(10,10) ~ {|}

c(U,l-l) ~ {|} (70)

c(2l,l-l) ~ {-i Im(x)}.

This situation can be interpreted as if all of the necessary

anisotropy of the polarisation distribution has turned into the

multipoles governing the circular polarisation properties of the

field.

4.3.b. Atomic substate correlation

It seems natural to try to explain the minimum photon correlations

given above somehow in terns of correlations between the excitation

of the various atomic substates of the two simultaneously excited

atoms. Let us discuss the possibility of uncorrelated simultaneous

atom excitation in the density operator formalism.

First we consider collisions between atoms A and 3 in which only

atom A is excited. The density operator in terms of the scattering

amplitudes is similar to (3) and (4) given by

PA = "f-
5 /dv I I |MA> g(MA,v - vn) v g*(NA,v *• vn) <NA|. (71)

A MA NA

Interchange of A and B in this formula gives the density operator for

the case that B is excited during the collision.

The creation of pairs (A ,B) and (A,B ), excited within a time

interval T and in a interaction volume Av, is now described by the

product density operator:

If we compare (72) with (3) we notice chat (72) contains two

integrals over the two final relative velocities whereas (3) contains
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only one integral. Therefore we see that for the true simultaneous

excitation in one collision a minimum correlation occurs, which can

not be abolished. This minimum correlation must of course also be

reflected in the polarisation distribution of the two photons

resulting from simultaneous excitation.

An intuitive way of explaining this type of minimum correlation

is the following. Although coincident photon pairs resulting from

simultaneous excitations in different collisions may be emitted with

respect to different scattering planes (as we do not detect the

scattered atoms) the two photons resulting from simultaneous

excitation in one collision are emitted with respect to one and the

same scattering plane. Therefore both photons of any particular pair

resulting from simultaneous excitation carry information about the

same scattering plane and therefore must in some way be correlated.

However, the integral that is still left over in (3) takes care of

the fact that this type of correlation cannot be seen in our

experiment. In this connection notice the remark below (68), where we

describe a type of minimum correlation which is observable in our

experiment because it originates from the strong symmetry.

How we will derive a strict inequality for density matrix

elements and some weaker inequalities. First we note that an element

of the density matrix can be written as a unitary inner product:

(73)

AB
with a = (-p~ + r- } (74)

A IJ

in which the inner product is defined by

<f.g> = /f(v) g*(v)v dv. (75)

The diagonal elements correspond to the relative partial cross

sections (RPCS):
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afl^M,) = b <fd(M1M,).fd(M][M,)> (76)

with b = [ I <fd(M1M2).fd(M1M2)>]~
1. (77)

For an inner product as defined in (75) the Schwarz inequality

applies:

|<f.g>|2 « <f.f><g.g>. (78)

With this inequality we can derive strict inequalities between any

non-diagonal element of the density matrix and the corresponding

diagonal elements:

lM2).f(MJM2)>|2 < oO^M2) o(M[M;) (79)

for example:

| x | 2 = b 2 | < l - l | c | o n > | 2 < \ a (80)

and thus c e r t a i n l y

< oc(\ + u ) . (81)

This can be checked in the experiment.

Apart from these strict inequalities we can derive, by using a

Schwarz inequality, some weaker relations between mutually different

diagonal elements. These relations are weaker because they only need

to hold for quasi-uncorrelated excitation. Quasi-uncorrelated

excitation is defined by the property that for a certain final

relative velocity v it is not relevant for the substate of atom A in

what substate atom B is created and vice versa. This leads to the

assumption that the amplitude can be factorised. Because the atoms A

and B are identical the functions will be the same for the same

substate:
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a
i

1 2
f(keV)

-5-

Fig. 9. The correlation parameter P - «(X + H) as discussed in the
text (84) as a function of the kinetic energy of the projectile.

2
Because P - a(\ + u) is positive for energies larger than 1 keV

correlations must exist between the substat^s of the two atoms.

Ol,,v)} = f(M.v) f(M v).
1 2 quasi-uncorr. 1 2

(82)

With the help of the Schwarz inequality we find for any diagonal

element in the quasi-uncorrelated approximation

b2 |<f1f*.f2f*>|2

(S ineq) < b2<c2.f2Xf2.f2> (83)
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E x p l i c i t l y ( M M ) = (01) g i v e s p 2 < ctu < a(X + u) (84)

(M1M2) = (1-1) gives \2 < u2.

2

From figure 9 it is evident that above 1 keV 3 - a(\ + p.) is cer-

tainly positive which proves the existence of correlations between

the substates of the two atoms.

4.3.c. Statistical distributions

In the foregoing subsections we have handled the problem of

correlations extensively. However, we did not try to calculate the

collision parameters (a, |3, \t p, and Re(x)). In the following we want

to do so for the case where nothing "exceptional" happens. By this we

mean the situation where all basis states in which the state of the

system is expanded have equal probability and there is no coherence

between them. We call this a statistical situation. This definition

leaves open the exact choice of the basis set. The aim is trying to

find a statistical distribution, which fits the high or low energy

data of our experiment (table 5).

Let us consider two possibilities.

1. We choose direct products of the final magnetic substates as a

base. This means we require for all Mj and M7 a quasi-uncorrelated

excitation as defined before by the factorisation:

f(M1M2>v) = gjO^v) g2(M,v). (85)

Further we require equal cross sections for all substates of both

atoms, i.e. for all 1, j and M^M-

| = ISJ(M2)|. (86)
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Table 5. Comparison of the parameters a, 0, \, u and Re(x) as

calculated in tlie statistical models, with our experimental data in

the low (E^lrl •*•) and high (E k l n t) energy regime.

a

u + „J
Re(x)

0

E

0

0

0

0

.5

kin

.19

.12

.17

.12

Experiment

keV

4-

(5)

(2)

(5)

(3)

3

E

-0

0

0

0

.5

kin

.04

.19

.13

.12

keV

+

(3)

(1)

(3)

(2)

Equal Weights

1

<

MjM2>

0.11

O.ii

0.11

0.11

0.11

|L M >
Including strong

symmetry

0.16

0.08

0.08

0.17

0

With these two conditions we can rewrite the amplitude in the

following form:

.v) = f(v)e
4>2(M,v)

(87)

where only the phase functions <)>, and <)>-, depend on M, and M9 and

f(v) is a real function.

For a diagonal element of the density matrix we find

<M. M« I G[ M. M^> = a J dv v f*~(v) = constant = C.
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Therefore

a = p = \ = u = I (88)

and the coherence integral satisfies Re(x) < -jr in agreement .nth

Schwarz's inequality (80) (see the fourth column of table 5).

2. He choose the magnetic substates of the total orbital angular

momentum 1J(. as a base. Thus we should require

<l M |dl/M'> = r, 6 5 ,. (89)
t t ' t t o L 1,' MM'

However, as indicated below (28) Nienhuis (1984) proved from the

strong symmetry (interchange of the states of the two identical

atoms in case the ground state is non-degenerate) that no state

can be present with Lt = odd. This would alter the expected

statistical situation into

(90)

Therefore we make the more general "weighted statistical"

assumption:

t t t t t

From this we find Tr(C) = G{1 + 30^ + 5G-, and the relationship with

the measured parameters is given by

< M M | G | M ; M ; >

g] <L t<M, + >».,) I 1M',1M.V
S C32)

where we have defined normalised weight parameters for excitation

to different total angular momentum states:
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' k
Explicitly

a =

P =

\
(2L;

(92)

T 8n

• »cL, •

becomes

(93)

( 9 4 )

v- =

where

Let us now consider two different statistical models, which means in

this case: particular choices for the g weights. We will motivate

these choices and compare their consequences for the various

collision parameters witli our experimental results (see table 5).

a) Giving all magnetic substates of the total angular momenta an

equal weight we expect gn = g | = g0 = 1/9 and it can be verified

easily from (94) that we get the sane as (88) (column 4 of table

5) with Re(x) = 0.

b) If we include strong symmetry caused by the non-degeneracy of the

initial ground state for identical atoms we know that in our

experiment no total angular momentum h^. = 1 can be present in the

final state. This means, contrary to the foregoing,

g, = 0. (96)
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Giving all magnetic substates an equal weight, which means for

instance that the | T_ti4t> = 100> state will have the same weight

as the |20> state, we find g0 = g2
 = 1/6-

The overall view of the two statistical models is that the

second model explains variations in the parameters a, (3, \, y. with

respect to each other. In particular a and \ + p. get the major

weights. We see from table 5 that this indeed is the case for the low

energies in the experiment. The positive values for Re(x), however,

are not explained by this statistical model.

We conclude that in the low energy region the experiment gives

an indication for the strong symmetry, i.e. that no Lt = 1 states can

occur. The broken lines in the figures 6 and 7 are the values

corresponding to this model.

4.4. THE MINIMAL E-A MODEL

In chapter 4.3 we demonstrated that above 1 keV we measure correla-

tions of the substates of the two atoms. In a first attempt to build

correlative behaviour into a theory we start from the correlation

diagram for homonuclear systems (Fano and Lichten 1965) where, to a

first approximation, the electrons are treated independently. We

za
apply the correlation rules for conservation of parity ((-l)i i),

projection of angular momentum on the internuclear axis (A) and the

total number of radial nodes (n-Jl-1) of the total wavefunction. The

conservation of radial nodes is only strict for one-electron systems

or for molecules with independent electrons. In the following

calculations we also approximate our system by an ideal beara-gas

system having only one initial relative velocity VQ.

Instead of all calculations so far we now choose the quantisa-

tion axis along the internuclear axis. If the two atoms approach each

other (figure 10) then in the limit of the united atoms there will be
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He 2pJ .He 1s2

He* 1s »H<f 1s2s3s

He* 1s* He" 1s2p?

He 1s2s*He 1s3s
He U2p «-he 1s2p
He 1s2s*He 1s2s

(He* 1s

He* 1s* He U7

He 1s2p*He 1s

1s22p)

Be U22p2

Be 1s22s3s 'S

Be 1s22s2 'S
He Is 2 * He 1s2

Fig. 10. Diabatic energy correlation diagram for relevant states

during a He-He collision. On Che right the two helium atoms are far

apart, on the left they form a beryllium atom. Between the vertical

broken lines configuration interaction is possible.

other (figure 10) then in the limit of the united atoms there will be

a necessary promotion according to the Paul! principle. Secondly by

two successive rotational couplings (a the "
1,
g

molecular states can be produced leading to two separated atoms in
the 2*P state at large distance:

(Is) + (Is)2 XS - (lsag)
2(2pou)

2 lZ+& - (1SO ! 7)
2(2 PTI U)

2 lT^ or 'A,.

(97)'

The process of the two successive rotational couplings can be given

in the following scheme where we denote by (\.\->) the projections of

the angular momenta of the separated electrons on the Internuclear

axis:
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1st rot, coupling

2 P % )

(10)

'(-10)

2nd rot, coupling

(2pau 2pnu)

(ID
(I-I)

j (-11)
) (-1-1)

i, + x-), |A

Because in the end we can have only two types of molecular states

T. y and A ; we call this model a minimal model consistent with two

successive rotational couplings.

In this minimal model we apparently have four collision

amplitudes obeying parity (25), interchange of the names of the atoms

(26) and reflection with respect to the collision plane:

= (-1) T 11 T 12
vo) (98)

where TI, is the parity of atomic state i^. Since in our case ZSL. = -1
1 i x

the parity is even.

From parity and reflection symmetry we find: f(MjM.,;v *• v^) =

f(-M rM 2;v <- v0)

From parity and intercliange of the atomic names: f(MjMo;v <- v^) =

T|̂ ri7 f(M2MjJv <- V Q ) . Therefore there are only two independent

amplitudes left:

f+ =

f_ 5

vQ) =

• v 0 ) =

<- v0)

v 0 ) . (99)

Thus

(100)

with



V =

and the normalisation with respect to the total cross section a:

2|f 2|f a = T. (101)

Now we project these molecular states on a base where the quantisa-

tion axis and 7. axis lie along the initial relative velocity v.-.. The

x axis is chosen in the collision plane such that the x component of

the final relative velocity is positive.

A state >!>"•• i referring to v as the quantisation axis, can be

written as a state j M>> , referring to as the quantisation axis,

rotated over an angle 0 in the collision plane about the y axis (the

x axis is chosen in the collision plane):

|M>* = Ry(0) v -" NM' ' v *
n •! i)

Therefore for any coherently excited .state ^>* we have

,M, 1 2 v

(102)

M M \fl M

i'2 ' r 2
- o

12

(103)

R represents the rotation matrices for a J = 1 angular momentum state

about the y axis with respect to the set { | 1> ; [0> ; |-!>} :
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NM

s2(|)

(104)

where s = sin(9); c = cos(9) and c(?) = cos(18).

The state described above expanded with respect to the base |Mi>->-

M,>+ can be written as the matrix fM ., :

f
+

0

f
—

0

0

0

f

0

f
+ I

Therefore we find with respect to the

in which

(R

a = 1 -

af+ bf

e(f+ - f_

bf + af

(105)

base:

e(f+ - fj

d(f+ - fj

-e(f+ - f_)

bf + af \
T"

-e(f+ -

af bf

(106)

d = s2

sc.

(107)

In the same way, rotating over an angle <t> about the VQ axis (see

figure 11) gives

(108)

where

iT 0 0

0 1 0

\ 0 0 e1*

(109)
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-I * •
"0

Fig. II. Scattering cone in the laboratory system.

The density matrix describing such a state is proportional to

IN1N2> *N N v $N 'N ' < N i " V l - ( 1 1 0 )

Since we do not detect the scattered atom we have to integrate over

all final relative velocities to find a matrix D that is proportional

to the density matrix. The integration over <t> causes a lot of matrix

elements to disappear. It follows that only 19 density matrix

elements out of 81 may be non-zero. These are the same as indicated

in table 1. Again we have only five independent matrix elements where

four are real and one is complex. Because

Tr(D) = 27tv{2|f+|
2 + 21 f _ [ 2> = 2IIVT = 2nv0o (111)

and defining the distance of the points given by f+ and f_ in the

complex plane by

A = |f+ - f_| (112)

we find:
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< 0 0 | D | 0 0 > F00 F00 d2 I i 2 d2h2

Tr(D) = = — I f ~ f l =

Tr(D)

Tr(D)

Foo

F10

F

F n

Foo

A
F 10

r

*

*

-1 00

2 £il R e ( f £*) + « ! f f*

(113)

Boskarap et al (1984) have investigated He+ - }\e collisions where the

final state of the He atom is a doubly excited autoionlslng state.

They formed a set of close coupling equations for collision

amplitudes A^ ^ in the case of two-electron promotion, where Xj,^,

are the projections of the angular momenta on the internuclear axis

during the collision. With proper initial conditions and the linear

trajectory approximation they show

A n + Ax-1 = 0 (114)

which means transformed to our set of parameters

f = f_ = - f+. (115)

In this situation f = V/T1 and taking the small-angle approximation

neglecting terms of the order 0(6 )
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a « 404 f2 T l = 0

(3 => 202 f2
 T"1 = i 92 (116)

Re(x)

We will now insert an empirical result for inelastic He-He scattering

with double-atom excitation. From the differential cross section

measurement of Fayeton et al (1981) and Brenot et al (1975a) it is a

reasonable approximation to take

9CM \in = z = 5 k e V deS = 7?) k e V r a d <117>

for collisions with a kinetic energy between 0.5 and 2 keV. Because

the collision partners have equal mass we could as well take the

energy and angle in the laboratory system. Then we find

a = 0

2 E
 2 (118)

2
Re(x) = - "S" .

R

We see that for high energies 3 and Re(x) go to zero in this model

whereas \ + |i increases to 1/2. Furthermore Re(x) appears to be

negative for all energies. These conclusions are not in agreement

with the experiment (see table 4 and figures 6, 7 and 8). Therefore

this model is not realistic.
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Now we generalise the set of parameters by bringing back the phase $ +

between f+ and E_ as a model parameter. From (113) and (107) we find

with the 0 C M approximation (117):

1

~ = - ~ = tan2(G) = 0 2 + 0(04)

=• z2/R2 (1 19)

On the one hand, we use tl. . empirical result from our measurements,

namely that in our energy domain (3 is approximately proportional to

the power one third of the energy. In fact, a logarithmic fit of the

values in table 4 leads to a power 0.37 + 0.08 of K. So we nay

approximate this by

P - E 1 / 3 (12(1)

and defining 2(1) as the value of a at 1 keV we find

a * a(l)/E5/3 (121)

d"A" f) \- z ,\~
whereas, on the other hand, we know that a = = = - — - .

This leads to the following energy dependence for A:

(122)

The solid curves in figure 6 correspond to (12'">) and (121). Notice

that the £-A model predicts the cc behaviour in a correct way from the

P measurements. Using the normalisation condition (101) we find

A2 = |f+ - f j
2 = y X - 2 Ke(t+f*)
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Neglecting the terra proportional to s in Re(x) we find from the

positive experimental value (figure 8)

Therefore, defining

| f+ | = P | f_l with p > 1 (124)

gives

Re(x) = Q2 l f J 2 (P c o s * ~ 1 ) .

With the normalisation condition: 2(p~ + 1) |f_|2 = T and with the

®nu approximation we find

cos * = (p + -) ocE2 + i (125)

with a = 2Re(x)/z2.

Experimentally we found

Re(x) > 0.02/E2 (126)

and from the 6Q\ approximation we realise z < 1/4 keVrad so we find

( l z 7 )

z

Furthermore we know mathematically for p within the interval [1,°°>

that

p + 1/p > 2 and 1/p > 0.
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Hence

cos <t> = (p + 1/p) aE~ + 1/p > !. (128)

Thus we find that no function p(E,iJ>) can be found which solves (125).

This means that the experimental Re(x) values are not compatible with

the above minimal model.

Lastly we give a brief review of the various ,-irguments.

1. The minimal model. From the correlation diagram and assuming the

possibility of two successive rotational couplings we assumed the

coherent excitation of \i>> = /?{f_| J£ > + f+|
 LA >}. The quantisa-

tion axis is chosen to be along the internuclear axis after the

collision.

Approximation

2. 0 = 9Q,< in stead of covering the whole range 0 < 0 i n with a

peak-like weight function at 0 = Q_M.
1

3' Ekin 9CM = 177 keVrad (empirical result).

4. Small angle approximation, neglecting 0" witli respect to ')"".

Empirical results from our present experiments:

5. For E k i n between 0.5 keV and 3.5 keV: f3 ~ v)

6. Re(x) positive. Even: Re(x) > n.H2/E^(keV).

We conclude from the points 1-5 that the E-A model predicts the a

behaviour in a correct way from the 0 measurements. However, the fact

that the coherence integral Re(x) is positive cannot be understood

within this minimal model. Maybe there is some third (pertvirbat ion)

coupling which accounts for the positiveness of the Re(x) parameter.
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4.4. ERROR ANALYSIS

The measurements may be subject to various systematic errors. We will

discuss them and next give the expressions which are used to calcu-

late the statistical errors given in the raeasureraents. First of all,

a systematic error can be introduced by a time dependence of the

sensitivity (T)) of the channeltrons. Because we perform relative

measurements the sensitivity of the fixed channeltrons (ri) cancels

from our formulae ((57) and (60) where < ~ T)). However, this is not

the case for the variable channeltron. Because one series of measure-

ments lasts about ten days this coulri be a severe problem. By

choosing the order of succesive detection angles in an appropriate

way we have eliminated this error to first order. A second source of

systematic error can come from the non-zero aperture of the detec-

tors. Although the correction of the photon distribution for the

aperture size was carried out, this was only done in the approxima-

tion where the efficiency of the detector is constant over the

aperture. We estimate the error due to this approximation to be ranch

smaller than the correction we have accounted for. As was given

before the correction parameter for the finite aperture is b = 0.98,

whereas in a zero solid angle limit b would be 1.00.

A systematic error, which is very difficult to estimate, is due

to the absorption and re-emission of the radiation by atoms between

the scattering centre and the photon detector. The re-emitted photons

have probably different polarisation properties too. To be sure about

this systematic error one has to study the parameters as a function

of pressure. This is unacceptably time consuming. The absorption

coefficient k̂  can be expressed in terras of the absorption oscillator

strength {., from the lower level j to the upper level i:

0 (4Tt e0) mv o/2k oT ji " "

where ra is the electron mass, M is the atom mass, VQ is the central

frequency of the Doppler profile and n(p) is the atom density at the
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pressure p. For He(l S-2 P) the oscillator strength has been measured

directly by Uesterveld and van Eck (1977):

fHlf = 0.262 t 0.01R.
1 S,2 P

At the centre o£ the thermal beam where the pressure is 6* 111 "* Pa we

calculate k̂  = 3.29 m . The penetration depth, defined as the

inverse of the absorption coefficient, is 6Q = k0 0.30 m. This is

the typical distance through which — (if the initial intensity will be

transmitted. The penetration depth has to be compared to the detec or

distance from the interaction region (D = 0.(13 n). There are two mure

effects which are important for calculating the total intensity de-

crease as seen by the detector. The first is that re-emitted photons

are also seen by the detectors and the second is that the excited

state may decay to ;J state other than the ground state. The relative

decrease of the total intensity seen by our detector due to these

effects is given by

LjlJL
rd 1 - fB

where B is the brandling ratio to the ground state and f is the

fraction of absorbed photons on its way from Che interaction centre

to the detector.

For He(l1S-21P) B is 0.999 and because F is less than 1 we see

that the decrease can be neglected although Che fraction f grows

lineary with pressure. Therefore the fraction f can be interpreted in

this particular case as the fraction of re-emitted photons seen by

the detector. We estimate f in the following way. We measured the

position dependence of the pressure in the beam. It is well fitted by

a constant pressure pQ = 6*10" Pa up to distance r̂  (1 mm) from the

beam axis and a descending tail going as r~Q where q is a fitted

parameter from the experiment (q = 0.65 + 0.05). The effective

absorption coefficient from the interaction region to the detector at

distance D is
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k r ) { , k
eff " D " l DJ 1 1 - q ' kn

where k« is the absorption coefficient given before at the centre of

the thermal beam. For r; = lO""5 ra, D = 3*1O""2 m and q = 0.65 we

calculate k-eff = 0.251 k^. This means that the effective penetration

depth is 6gff = 4§0 = 1.20 m.

The fraction of re-emitted photons seen by the detector is f =

.(1 - exp(-keffD)) = 0.024. Therefore about 2.5°' of the detected

radiation will be absorbed and re-emitted again at least once. For

the coincidences this means that less than 5°' loses the correct

polarisation information. For frequencies shifted from the central

frequency of the Doppler profile the penetration depth becomes larger

and the fraction of re-emitted photons will be less than 2.5%.

Lastly there can be systematic errors in the photon distribu-

tion. We can observe this by varying the angle of the variable

detector and measuring the non-coincident photon yield. In this case

we must have a cos*~(0) behaviour (65). In this way we also test

whether other (angular dependent) particles like metastables, ion or

electrons are detected. Small cracks and little holes in the thin Sn

foils may enable these particles to reacli the channeltron. For this

reason the Sn foils had to be replaced regularly between different

series of measurements.

The statistical error analysis used In our experiment is based

on the least squares method and takes the full error matrices into

account. From (58) we have nine linear eqviations with five unknowns,

for 1 < i < 9:

5

I A. . x. = y .
J-l 1J J J

where y. are the results of the spectrum fitting program, more

specifically the number of true coincidences given by the area of the

coincidence peak:
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V = If f f "f' f' f'•f" f" f"\
i ' 2 ' 3 ' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 1 2 ' 3

By this vector notation it is emphasised that the fii.st three equa-

tions originate from one coincidence channel and so on. The computer

program calculates the (9 x 9) error matrix <Ay^Ay.> consisting of

three non-zero ( 3 * 3 ) matrices on the main diagonal. We want to give

every equation the same weight, so we divide the i equation by Ayj,

giving

„ 'V, yi
) B. . x . = z . with B. . = -.—•*• and z . = -r^— .
L 1J J J 1J Ay. j Ay

The corresponding error matrix has the same structure as before,

except that every diagonal element now becomes equal to 1. Using the

least squares method the best values for the set {x-} is

x = CBB)" 1 T5Z

where (BB) is a (5 * 5) matrix, which has a unique inverse if and

only if its determinant is not equal to zero. The internal error

matrix of x can be found by direct differentiation:

<Ax1AxJ.>in(. = (BB)"
1 B<AzAz>B(BB)"1

and the reduced x DY

Xp = HCBCBB)" 1 B - i)z]2.

The interpretation of this XZ is now:

If Xr >> 1: some equations are very incompatible with others;
o

If xt << Is the internal (statistical) errors for the measured

values have been estimated too large.

The xt varied from 0.7 to 2.5. We did not take into account the pa-
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raraeters measured at 4.5 keV because the x£ values appeared to be too

large. Knowing x = — (1 I P 1)1) se can Invert this to the desired

parameters. We define

a = (ic a p x *•) = — ( I x 2
 X3 X4 x<^'

The error matrix can again be found by differentiation:

5a 5a
<Aa.Aa.> = I -r-± <Ax, Axo> ;i j ^ 5xk k A 5x^

The errors given in the figures are calculated by this method.
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CHAPTER 5

SINGLE AND COINCIDENT-PHOTON SPECTRA
ORIGINATING FROM He AND METASTABLE He

ON He COLLISIONS

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Much work has been done on inetastable-helium collisions with various

gas targets and at various kinetic bean energies (Hollstein et al

1969, 1970; Miers et al 1969; Hotop et al 1969; Gilbody et al 1968,

1971, 1972; Blair et al 197"}; McCullough et al 1973; Morgenstern et

al 1973, 1977). The experiments in these references were concentrated

on single-atom excitation, direct ionisation or autoionisation. The

experiments reported on in this chapter, however, are actuated by the

study of double-atom excitation. Therefore the experiments are done

in the way that we compare results of ground-state helium on heliun

collisions with results obtained when using a netastable-helium beam.

The "raetastable" bean, from here on denoted by He^' , contains

2 S, 2 S and ground state (IS) heliun atoms. Since raetastable atons

have a larger principle quantum number the electron clouds are larger

and we expect cross sections to be larger too, but it is not clear if

this also holds for double-atom excitation, where both collision

partners are in an excited state after the collision. Another

possible reason for differences in the measurements between ground

state jnd roetastable state collisions with ground state helium atoms

is the triplet character of the 2 S part of the metastable beam.

In a former experiment (chapter 4) we measured double-aton

excitation (DAE) cross sections for He + He by detecting coincident

ultraviolet photons emitted by both excited collision partners using
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a ground state helium beam. The combination of using a metastable

beam and detecting coincident photons is new here. By replacing one

of the ultraviolet detectors by a visible-light photomultiplier

preceded by a wavelength selector, we compared single-photon spectra

in the visible-light region obtained with the ground state beam with

spectra obtained with the metastable beam. We tried to measure two-

photon coincidences not only between two ultraviolet photons but also

between a visible-light photon and an ultraviolet photon. Using the

latter system we were able to measure the population of the sublevels

of the 3 D state originating from single-atom excitation.

The organisation of this chapter is as follows. Section 2

describes the experimental set-up, A description is given of the

production of the raetastable beam. In section 3 a comparison is made

between single-photon spectra resulting from collisions of ground

state He-atoms and of metastable He-atoms with He-atoms for all

spectral lines having principal quantum number n = 3 and for most of

the lines having n = 4 in their upper levels. From the photon spectra

we calculated excitation cross sections relative to the 3 p excita-

tion cross section. Section 4 gives the results of coincident photon-

photon spectra measurements, first for coincidences between two

ultraviolet photons, next for coincidences between visible and ultra-

violet photons. Using the ultraviolet-photon coincidences we are able

to determine the Scara composition. Finally by measuring coincidences

between the two cn.-'de photons from the 3 D * 2 P + l's cascade we

determine the relative population of the 3 D sublevels.

">.2. EXPERIMENTAL SKT-UP

'i.l.a. General

The experiments were done with almost the same apparatus as described

in chapter 2 with some modifications to produce a metastable beam and

to detect visible light. Only a brief description will be given here.
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The heart of the experimental set-up consists of an ion source with a

neutralising cell and an interaction chamber in which the collisions

take place.

5 — 1
The projectile beam with typical particle velocities of 10 iris

crosses a thermal beam (with average particle velocity of K) ms )

effusing from a single capillary. The beam section of the vacuum tank

is differentially pumped and the background pressure outside the beam

in the interaction chamber is about 7X1<) Pn. with the thermal beam

turned on. The metastable-helium beam was realised by replacing the

neutralising cell by an oven containing potassium as will be

described below. The photon detection systen consists of four channel

electron multipliers. The channeltruns are mounted in grounded stain-

less steel cages acting as Faraday cages to screen the interaction

region from the high operational cathode potentials. In front of the

channeltron cones we have mounted Sn-foils to prevent metastable

atoms, ions and electrons from reaching the channeltrons. The Sn-

foils transmit the ultraviolet atomic n'? • l's photons (VI".

transmission) but not the ultraviolet ionic photons.

For the visible-li glit measurements wa replaced one channeltron

by a RCA photomultiplier (type C ")1034) having a GaAs photocathodo.

(60 ER). Its efficiency is remarkably flat in the visible-wavelength

range from 380 nm to 75H nm. The photorm 11 i pi ier i.s mounted outside

the vacuum systen and is connected with the interaction region via a

quartz optical fiber.

5.2.b. The metastable-helium beam production

The metastable-hel i urn bean, often indicated .is H e ' n , is realised by

quasi-resonant charge exchange of He -ions in a K-fitled oven at a

temperature of 380 K. The vapour pressure is then 7*10 Pa. The oven

is L9 cm long and made of corper. It exists of two cylindrical

interconnected compartments above each other of which the lower

compartment is used as a K-reservoir and the upper to guide the ion-

beam through the K-vapour.
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The composition of the netastable fraction of the partly

neutralised beam produced by such an oven has been investigated for

several types of alkalines by Matrat-Reynaad (1979). She used the

following method, based on tirae-of-flight measurements of the

scattered neutrals. A change in the internal energy of the collision

system will influence the kinetic energy of the fast atoms because

energy conservation is required during the interaction and the

subsequent forward scattering. Hence I S , 2̂ S and 2 S atoms formed in

the charge exchange chamber will emerge with different kinetic

energies. In case of K we have the following reactions in the oven:

He K(3p64s) > Se*(n = 2) + K+(3p6) (141)

For the He (n = 2) states the increase of the internal energy (Ef-E.j)

of the system as a whole is given in table 6 and is less than 1 eV.

Table 6. Increase of the internal energy for the quasi-resonant

charge exchange in the K-oven as given by (141).

He*(n = 2)

23S

2XS

23P

2h

Ef-Ej

-0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

(eV)

43

37
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Because such a transition is, energetically spoken, almost in

resonance, the process is called quasi-resonant charge exchange. By

using a chopped ion beam and a detector operating in coincidence with

a fixed delay, Matrat-Reynaud was able to measure the composition of

the beam particles. The 2^P state cascades to the 2̂ S state and the
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2 P to the I S ground state. By this method the ratio of the metasta-

ble fraction and ground state fraction was not determined but it was

J found that for kinetic energies above 0.5 keV about 307, of the meta-

stable fraction is in the 2JS state.

We searched for possibilities to select out only one component

to get a pure metastable beam. This turned out to be extremely

difficult. In the literature a few different methods can be found in

which either the 2 ,S fraction of the beam is destroyed or an analys-

ing technique is used to determine the composition of the beam and to

fim; the most suitable charge exchange gases and other conditions to

produce metastable beams. Various methods may be found in Holt et al

(1966), Hotop et al (I960), Tilers et aL (1969), r;Ubody et al (1968)

and Morgenstern et al (1977). Morgenstern et al did a collision

experiment with a mixed metastable—helium bean on ground state He in

the same energy range as our experiment but they used Cs (instead of

K) as the charge changing alkaline. They measured relative cross

sections for the production of ejected electrons and ions (resulting

from the excitation of autoionising states) and of scattered neutrals

by the time-of-flight method. As a byproduct of their measurements

they could give a rough estimate of the beam composition by analysing

the scattered neutrals and found

l's : 21S : 23S = 30 : n : 70. (142)

However for this estimate they had to make two assumptions which are

very crude, firstly they assumed that the differential scattering

cross section ratio for excitation of a lieliun atom by a metastable

helium atom and a ground state helium atom is one for reduced scat-

tering angle T (= Ed) > •> keV deg. Secondly they used the theoretical

result (Olson and Smith 1973) that the metastables were mainly in the

23S state.

The first assumption has been investigated by us using our own

measurements of the ratio of ultraviolet photon count rate and cup

current for the two cases with the netastable beam and the ground
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state bean, respectively and also using figure 4 of Brenot et al

(1975a). Then we find for the above mentioned ratir* of the

differential cross sections a value which is about one order of

magnitude larger than Mortens tern et al assumed. Further the second

assumption of Morgenstem ft al can be nade more precise by the

experimental information which since then has become available by

Mat rat-Reynaud (1979), who also used Cs as a charge exchange gas,

namely that about ci?.°'. of the metastahle fraction is in the r s state.

Consequently we find a quite different estimate for the composition

of the metastable bean used by Morgenstorn et al (1977) than the

authors gave, namely:

1 's : 2!S : 23S = 8 1 : 9 : 1:1. ( 141)

Warned by the large difference?* in the estimates of a netastabit?

beam composition we took great care to determine the composition in

our case with K as the charge exchange gas. This will be done in sub-

section 5.4.a using the coincidence spectra for ultraviolet photons.

First we will show some single- photon spectra in the visible-light

region for various cases of collisions of heliun on helium.

5.3. SINfiLE-PHOTON SPKCTRA AND POPULATION TKKKS

In this section we show some typical photon spectra in the visible

part of the spectrum which result when crossing a ground state heliun

beam (He) with a thermal He beam and when crossing a metastable

helium beam (He^"1') with a thermal He beam. The intensities In the

spectra of figures 12 and 13 are given relative to the total spectral

light intensity (380-750 nm) as detected by the photomultiplier

without an interference filter in front of it. The line intensities

are corrected for the transmittance of the various filters which were

used. The widths of the lines in these figures are the FWHM of the

transmittance curves of the various filters. In all cases this FWHM
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Fig- 12. Photon spurt run resulting fro;'i ground slate collision;; of He

on He at 2 keV benn enorj;y.

was larger than the natural 1 inewidtli nf the spectral lines con-

cerned. Every spectrum accounts for more than 95°' of the photon

intensity that would have IHHMI recorded without any filter. The

difference is due to the fact that a few weak lines were not

measured.

Figure 12 gives the spectrum for Kr')l'nil state collisions of He

on He at 2 keV beam energy. From these .spectra one sees that the 3 D

•* 2 P line is very strong. (Only the upper levels of the various

transitions are Indicated in the figure.) This does not necessarily

mean that the 3 D state is excited with the largest probability. A

line intensity in such a spectrum Is proportional to the emission

cross section as opposed to the excitation cross section which indeed

will be calculated from the line intensity below. We measured the

spectra at kinetic energies of 1, 2, 3 and 4 keV (all with respect to

the total spectral line intensity at the corresponding energy). We

find that the spectra at the different energies look rather similar.
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Fig. 13. Photon spectrum resulting from collisions between raetastable

and ground state helium atoms at 2 keV beam energies.

In fig. 13 the spectrum for the same wavelength range is given

using the metastable beam. One sees clear differences with the case

of the ground state beam (figure 12). The 33P + 23S and 33S * 23I>

lines have become much stronger and have about the same strengths as

the 33D -> 23P line.

Before calculating the excitation cross sections from these

spectra we have to correct the measured line intensities for the fact

that the projectile particles are but a small time within the view of

the detector. This correction depends on the length (A) of the beam-

segment behind the crossing point of the two beams that is seen by

the optical fiber (see figure 14), the width (b) of the thermal beam,

which is approximated by a Gaussian density profile, the velocity (v)

of the beam particles and the lifetime (T) of the excited He states.

The projectile beam segment (Jt) is determined by the maximum angle
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He
projectile beam i_ v (X) 7

Optical fiber

Fig. 14. Definition of parameters b and £. View from above. The

thermal beam is perpendicular to the plane of drawing.

for which light entering the optical fiber is guided to the multi-

plier and by the magnification of a lens that was placed between the

fiber and the ' 'jam crossing.

The measured emission cross section (o^ e a s u r e d) is corrected by

a simple factor to find the true emission cross section:

2 measured
i j ~ 1 + F(o) i j

?
/2TF -a

(145)

Two obvious limits can be taken: 1) For low velocities or small

lifetimes a becomes large and F(ct) approaches unity. No correction
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factor is needed in this case. 2) For large velocities or large

lifetimes a becomes small and F(a) ~ 0(a) goes to zero. Consequently

the correction factor becomes 2 corresponding to the fact that we

only see the emitted photons from the target particles.

In the derivation we used that the cross sections for target

excitation are the same as for projectile excitation. This is trivial

for the ground state collisions but not when metastables are used as

projectiles. Assuming that also in this case target and projectile

excitation probabilities are equal is the best approximation we can

make. This may be justified by assuming that the two nuclei approach

each other so closely that the excited electron does not know to

which nucleus it belongs. Therefore one gets a statistical sharing of

the excited state between projectile and target.

Figure 15 gives a universal curve for the function F(a) and also

for the correction factor 2/(1 + F(a)) plotted against a~ =
I o 5*

vr//b + S. . The upper axis coordinate gives T in ns corresponding to

b = S. = 5 mm and E = 2 keV, which is realistic in our experiment. The

largest correction factor is found for the 3 p state; with T = 89 ns

3'P 3s0 «'D 3 'S Kns)-
(1.7) <1<J) •-•• " - x m s j -

U P 3 1

Fig. IS. Universal curves F(o) and the correction factor 2/(1 + F(a))

a6 a function of a .



(Bukow et al 1977) we find 2/(1 + F(a)) = 1.5 for the parameters

given above. Using known transition probabilities A.j* from state 1 to

state j one can calculate the excitation cross section OQ^ in zeroth

order (Gabriel et al 1960; Moustafa Moussa 1967)

where the emission cross section o. . is proportional to the corrected

photon signal devided by beara density and target gas density. The

lifetime (t^) of state i defines the normalisation of the transition

probabilities:

I A = T"1. (147)
j<i 1J

The contributions of cascade Co the emission cross section cr. . can

now be subtracted in first order using the calculated excitation

cross sections in zeroth order given by (146). The first order

contribution (relative with respect to o^') is then calculated by

, t, °0k \i Tk

so that cr^l) = (] - A ^ c r ^ . (149)

Of course, only those cascading states k were taken into account

which could be calculated in zeroth order from the spectra. This

means that for the n = 3 and n = 4 states some decay channels (such

as 4LP > n's; 4!F * 3LD; 43P •>• 43S, 33S, 33D) were not taken into

account.

The results of the analysis of various spectra, corrected for

cascade contributions and normalised on the value of the 3 P cross

section at the appropriate energy, are given by the population trees

in figures 16-19. The zeroth order values are tabulated in table 7 by
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Table 7. Excitation cross sections a.(0)
Oi normalised on the cross

section for excitation of the 3*P state for the indicated coll ision
systems. A. is the f i rs t order relative cascade correction on
°0"l^00°3llP ( s e e O49)) . a) and b) ground state beam; c) metastable
beam; d) ion beam. (See also figures 16-19 for the f i r s t order cross
section ratios normalised on the first order excitation cross section
to the 3*P s t a t e . )

i

3 3 P

3*P

33D

3 D

3 3 S

3h

43D

4*0

4 3 S

4 1 P

He •

a)

o-(0)

o.(o)1

0.145(18

1.00(26)

0.195(8)

.100(6)

.051(5)

.011(5)

.040(7)

.020(5)

.015(6)

.20(11)

f Ke

2 keV

H

0.11(2)

0.006(2]

-

0.002(1]
0.30(5)

0.14(9)

-

-

-

-

He + He

(Kempter)

b) 0.9 ke

°0i

°0 3:P

0.03

1.00

0.36

0.06
0.04

0.01

0.07

0.02

0.01

0.07

He(m> + I

c) 2 keV

1.44(13)

1.00(25)

0.72(2)

0.300(10)
0.740(16)

0.168(8)

.132(9)

.076(5)

.250(7)

.43(11)

te

0.108(10)

0.023(6)

-

0.0016(4)
0.20(2)

0.017(4)

_

-

-

-

He+ + He

d) 2 keV

° 0 i

"o^p

0.174(16
1.00(10)

0.677(25

0.183(8)
0.047(3)

0.052(3)

0.130(8)

0.020(2)

0.015(3)

0.51(4)

0.20(2)

0.0062(8)

-

0.0032(3)
0.38(4)

0.065(6)

-

-

-

-

OQI' The relative cascade corrections A. as defined by (148), are

also given in table 7. The stat is t ical errors are Indicated between

brackets and refer to the last decimal. We have measured the spectra

at 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 keV energy both for ground state on ground

state and metastable on ground state collisions. We have also

measured the photon spectrum of the He+ + He system at 2 keV. In

table 7 and In the figures 16-19 we only show the results for 2 keV,

which turned out to be characteristic for al l the energies measured.
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We will now discuss the measurements given in figures 16-19 and table

7 in more detail.

In the figures 16-19 the energy scale on the ordinate gives the

excitation energies in eV above the ground state of He. The central

vertical line separates the cross sections into singlets which are

drawn to the right, and triplets which are drawn to the left. The

lengths of the horizontal lines are proportional to the excitation

cross sections and normalised on the 3 P cross section (note the

difference with the spectra given in figures 12 and 13 which were

normalised with regard to the sum of the line intensities measured).

The errors are calculated by taking the statistical error and an

estimated uncertainty in the transmission of the filters into

account. The wavelength sensitivity of the multiplier has been taken

constant. When error bars are not indicated they are smaller than the

dots in the population trees.

Figure 16 gives the population tree for He + He at 2 keV beam

energy. One may compare this with figure 17 giving the population

tree of measurements done by Kempter et al (1976) at a beam energy of

0.9 keV. The largest differences between the cross section ratios as

given in figures 16 and 17 concern the ratio for the 3 P state, which

is a factor of 4 smaller, and the ratios for the 3 D and 4 D states,

which are a factor 1.8 larger at 0.9 keV than at 2 keV.

From figure 16 it is obvious that the "centre of mass" of the

tree lies to the right of the vertical line (the "trunk"). This

indicates that the excited beam particles are mainly singlets. On the

other hand, since we know that before the collision all the beam

particles are in the ^S-state, we have to find an explanation why

the triplets are excited with such a large probability as they appear

to be. In fact, apart from interactions which change the total spin

of the two colliding atoms (which is equal to zero before the

collision) and which are unlikely to occur in such a light atom as

helium, there are two possible interactions which could produce

triplets. The first is production via cascading from F-states, which

are probably mixtures of singlets and triplets, to lower lying
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triplet states. The second is a double-atom excitation process via

electron exchange creating two excited triplet states with total spin

still equal to zero. An example of the first type of process has been

observed by Wine and Glick (1976). In electron collisions with helium

they produced 2 P states and at higher pressures they showed evidence

for the reaction:

a1? + lh * n1>3F + ^ S (150)

NX'3D (N < n).

We suppose that in our experiment, where two ground state atoms

collide, excitation of a 1»-'F state will have a much smaller

probability. Also, since our trees are narrower at the top (n = 4

states) than at the bottom (n = 3 states), it would be very excep-

tional if the F states were excited with similar probabilities as the

3 D state to account for the measured population of the 3 D state.

Another argument is given by comparing the H + He system with the H

+ He system where the first can only populate triplets by excitation

to mixed n ' F states and the second can also produce triplets by

electron exchange. Van Eck (1964) measured a factor of ion for Che

cross section ratio between exchange excitation of the 3 P state and

excitation of the state via mixed 1>3F states at 30 keV. At lower

energies there is some contradiction between theory and experiment.

Recent experiments by von Oppen show that the cross section ratio

between exchange excitation and excitation via mixed states decreases

to a factor of 5 at 10 keV (see e.g. McLaughlin 1985 for the II + H

system). Despite of the fact that the collision systems are not He +

He we expect that there is enough analogy that the arguments are

qualitatively applicable.

The reasoning given above leads to the conclusion that the

triplets arise mainly from exchange, which means, in our case, from

double-atom excitation to two triplets. From figure 16 we see that

this process, double-atom excitation of two triplets, is relatively
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strong compared with the double-atom excitation process of singlets,

since we expect the measured population of the singlets mainly to be

a consequence of single-atom excitation. For example, de Vlieger et

al (1981) estimate at an energy of 2 keV an upper limit of only 0.5%

for the ratio of the cross 'sections for double-atom excitation to

He(3 D) + He(3 D) and single-atom excitation where at least one atom

is excited to a 3*D state.

A remarkable contrast with these two population trees (figures

16 and ]7) is shown by the population tree for the metastable He on

ground state He collision system shown in figure 18. One can see that

the "center of mass" of the tree has shifted to the left, now being

to the left of the trunk in stead of to the right. This is a clear

indication for 2 S states in the beam. Of course one would like to

subtract the population tree for He + He collisions from the one for

fje(m; + H e tyius leaving over the population tree due to metastables

only. However this subtraction procedure can not be done if we do not

have information about the composition of the beam and about the

ratio of the emission cross sections (for at least one line) for

single-atom excitation in the cases of metastable on ground state

atoms and ground state on ground state atoms. However there are sorae

remarkably general similarities between the increases of various

cross section ratios when going from figure 16 to 18. For instance

the ratios measured for every D state increase by a factor of 3.5

when going from figure 16 to figure 18, whereas the ratios for every

S state increase by a factor of 18. Finally the ratio

a(l)(33p)/a(l)(3lP) increases by a factor of 10. Therefore the

population of the 3̂ P state is mainly responsible for the fact noted

before that the centre of mass of the tree in figure 18 has shifted

to the left as compared to figure 16.

In figure 19 the population tree is shown for 2 keV He+ ions on

He. This can be compared with figure 16 and figure 18. Frora this

comparison it is obvious that He^ra' + He differs from both He + He

and He + He contrary to the conclusion of Morgenstern et al (1977)

(supported by the fact that the correlation diagram of the system He™
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+ He resembles more the He+ + He system than the He + He system) that

the excited electron of the metastable state is merely a spectator

which is not involved in the excitation process. Morgenstern's con-

clusion was based on measurements of ejected electron spectra and ion

energy-loss-spectra resulting from the excitation of (2A2A1) doubly

excited autoionising helium states. They measured that these autoion-

ising states (He ) are more likely produced via He™ + He •*• He +

He** than via He™ +• He + He + He**. This means that the autoionising

states are predominantly produced via three electron excited inter-

mediate states instead of two electron excited intermediate states.

Our measurements in this section, however, have concentrated on

singly excited final states (n = 3, 4) of helium. Thus we conclude

that the excited electron of the metastable atom is only a spectator

for processes which lead to doubly excited states but that it plays

an active part in processes which lead to singly excited states.

We have determined a few more population trees at energies

between 1 and 4 keV both for He + He and He'171' + 'le. These trees are,

however, not essentially different from those in figures 16 and 17.

Also we observed that the 3 P cross section, which has been used as

the normalising cross section in our population trees, rises consid-

erably with the collision energy. This means that -ill of the measured

cross sections have nearly the same energy dependence as the rp

state.

The conclusions drawn from the population trees measured between

1 and 4 keV beam energy are the following. For the >;round ntati?

collisions the 3 P has far the largest excitation probability of the

ten observed n = 3 and n = 4 states. This is not the ca?e for the

metastable beam where the relative importance of the I P excitation

is much smaller and the V p excitation cross section is the largest.

Comparing these population trees with the one measured at 2 keV for

the He + He collision we find that the latter on<? essentially

differs from the other two and therefore we conclude that the excited

electron of the metastable atom plays an active part in the

excitation of singly excited states.
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5.4. PHOTON-PHOTON COINCIDENCES

In chapter 4 we reported on double-atom excitation in collisions

between two ground state helium atoms by measuring two emitted

ultraviolet photons in coincidence. In that case the two atoms were

both excited to the 2 P state. Former investigations by de Vlieger et

al (1981) showed double-atom excitation where both atoms are excited

to the 33D state by detecting two visible light photons (33I) -»• 23P)

in coincidence. These authors also looked for combinations of 3 D

with 33S or 33P excitation. They concluded that the 33D state is for

more than 90% excited simultaneously with the 2"*S or 23P state.

In a search for further double-atom excitation processes we

tried to measure coincidences between two ultraviolet (2 P * IS)

photons resulting from collisions between the particles of a

metastable helium beam and ground state helium target gas. This was

done by using our metastable beam as described in section c>.2 and

some information about the single photon spectra was given in section

5.3. In another experiment we tried to measure coincidences between

ultraviolet photons and visible-light photons and thus to measure

double-atom excitation to two different states. The latter experiment

has been done with the ground state beam as well as with the

metastable beam.

5.4.a. Ultraviolet-photon coincidences and the determination of the

composition of the bean.

Figure 20a shows three coincidence spectra for the three channeltron

configurations as described in chapter 1 resulting from coincidences

between 2 P * I S ultraviolet photons produced in collisions between

two ground state atoms. The measuring time is 80.000 seconds and the

coincidence peaks due to double-atom excitation are clearly visible.

In figure 20b we show similar spectra but in this case the fast

ground state beam was replaced by the raetastable beam. One sees that

in this case very small or no coincidence peaks at all are observed.
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Fig. 20. Coincidence measurements between two ultraviolet photons.

The method of measurement of the coincidence spectra is explained in

chapter 2. The upper spectra (a) result from collisions of two ground

state helium atoms. The lower spectra (b) result when crossing the

metastable beam with the thermal ground state beam.



The fact that the coincidence peaks are smaller can be understood by

using Wigner's spin conservation rule. Note that there are no triplet

emission lines in the far ultraviolet region of the helium spectrum.

This means that an observation of coincidences between two ultra-

violer photons can be only the consequence of two excited singlet

states. As far as the metastable beam is concerned we expect that the

following single-atom excitation processes give the main contribution

to the background of accidental coincidences

(He(ra) + He) 11S + 11S •> 2lP + 1!S (a)

2*S + 11S + 2*P + 1LS or 2lS + 21? (b) (151)

23S + l's * 23S + 2JP. (c)

Using the spin conservation rule we expect the following double-atom

excitation processes which may produce 2 P states

(fie(m) + He) 11S + l's + 2.'P + 2*P (a1)

2[S + l's + 2*P + 21? (b') (152)

23S + l's * 23P + 2lP (c1)

of which the last process can not contribute to the coincidence peak

of two ultraviolet photons.

If we assume that the excited electron of the metastable atom

plays an active role in single-atom excitation and is a mere specta-

tor-electron in double-atom excitation, we are able to write down

that the cross section ratio for the processes b' and a' is much

smaller than for b and a

cr(a') " a(a) * ( 1 5 3 )

Using this and Matrat-Reynaud's result for the composition of the

metastable He'n' beam at 2 keV produced by a Cs oven

p(21S) + p(23S)
0.28 (154)
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where p(x) is the density of state x in the bean, we can derive a set

of equations which relate three ratios (which can be determined from

measurements su as given in figures 20a and 20b) to the beam

densities for th ground state and metastable fractions. The ratios

which have to be determined from the spectra are:

(i) the ratio between the coincidences measured (by two detectors)

in the case of the metastable beam and those measured with the

ground state beam,

(ii) the ratio between the single photons measured in the above two

cases (metastable and ground state bean) and

(iii) the ratio between the secundary electron cup currents, also

measured In the two above cases.

Assuming the ratio between the efficiencies for electron emission for

metastable and ground state particles to be 1 we find from the mea-

sured ratios (i), (ii) and (iii) the ratio for the beam components.

We have measured the latter ratio twice in two independent experi-

ments, one of which is given by the figures 20a and 20b. Both results

were consistent with each other giving

p(\h) : p(2!S) :p(23S) = 0.33(6) : 0.19(2) : 0.48(4) (151))

where the numbers in the brackets indicate the uncertainties in the

last decimal. As far as we know this is the first time that the

composition of a metastable beam has been determined using photon-

photon coincidence techniques.

5.4.b. Visible-light photons coincident with ultraviolet photons.

Double-atom excitation or cascade?

As was described in the introduction we tried to measure visible-

light photons in coincidence with ultraviolet photons. Of course no

coincidences between two ultraviolet photons could be measured in

this set-up. We used various filters for the visible photons as in

section 5.2. Some of the measured coincidence peaks are shown in
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Fig . 21 . TVo-photon coincidences between v i s i b l e - l i g h t photons

{Indicated by the corresponding t rans i t ion) and u l t r a v i o l e t photons

(UV). The l e f t hand spectra show the r e su l t s when using the

metastable— helltm beam, Che right hand spectra show the results when

using the ground s t a t e beam. VL Indicates the sura of a l l v i s i b l e -

l i gh t photons, detected without wavelength s e l e c t i o n .
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figure 21. It shows two series of coincidence measurements. The left

column corresponds to raetastable helium on helium collisions using

the metastable He^m' beam and the right column to ground state

collisions using the ground state beam. The upper two spectra of

figure 21 have been measured without use of a filter whereas the

others are measured with specific filters corresponding to the

radiative transitions indicated. There are coincidence peaks visible

for 3*D •> 2 ^ and 3LS •* 2lP emitted photons coincident with ultra-

violet photons, which are most likely 2 P •+ I S photons. No coinci-

dence peaks are seen for ultraviolet photons coincident with 3 P •*

2JS, 33P + 23S or 33S * 23P photons. The differences in the back-

ground noise are due to differences in measuring times.

In the following we will give arguments for the statement that

none of the observed peaks result from double-atom excitation.

Instead we will show that all peaks observed result from coincidences

between a visible-light photon and an ultraviolet photon emitted

successively in a cascade transition within one excited atom. On the

other hand we will show that, if no cascade decay is expected, no

coincidence peak is measured.

The arguments are the following.

1) Comparing the coincidence peaks corresponding to coincidences

between the 3LD * 2*P and 3}S •> 22P photons on the one hand and

ultraviolet photons on the other in figure 21 with the coincidence

peaks resulting from two ultraviolet photons in figure 20 we see

that they have about the same width. Ue know that the widths of

the peaks in figure 20 (about 8 ns) are determined by the time

resolution of the two detectors because the 2 P state has a

lifetime of 0.58 ns. This means that the emission time between the

visible and the ultraviolet photon in figure 21 also has to be of

the order of 1 ns.

In case of a double-atom excitation process and measuring the

two different photons with different detectors, we expect the peak

to have a typical width of the sum of the lifetimes of the two
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states involved. Opposed to this in the case of a cascading atom

the width of the coincidence peak is determined only by the

lifetime of the intermediate state. Therefore, if in a cascade

process the lifetime of the upper excited state is relatively long

compared to the lifetime of the intermediate state, we expect that

the widths of the coincidence peaks, resulting from the two

cascade photons, are small and if the two states are a consequence

of double-atom excitation we expect the widths of the coincidence

peaks to be large. As an example in the 3 D case for double-atora

excitation we would expect a peak width of about 15 ns, whereas

for the coincidence peak o? the two photons resulting from the 3 D

+ 2 P + I S cascade we expect a peak width of 8 ns (the time

resolution of the channeltrons). For the 3 S case for double-atom

excitation this peak width would be 50 ns (Bukow et al 1977).

2) The 3'P state can only decay to the 1JS or 2*S state. In the first

process an ultraviolet photon will be emitted, in the second

process a visible light photon. The 2 S state can only emit an

ultraviolet photon (X = 60.2 nra) via a quadrupole transition to

the 1*S state, but the transition probability is very small so

that we can not expect to see this process. Therefore a visible

photon from the 3 P + 2 S transition can be coincident with an

ultraviolet photon only in case of double-atom excitation and not

in case of a cascade decay. However, since we do not see a

coincidence peak in figure 21 corresponding to the 3 P •*• 2 S

transition we conclude that double-atom excitation leading to the

3!P and 2{P states is very unlikely.

3) Within the energy level scheme of triplet states no far ultra-

violet lines can occur. Therefore we do not expect cascade

coincidence peaks between visible photons and ultraviolet photons

from triplet states. On the other hand using Wigner's spin

conservation -.ale we can not expect double-atom excitation of a

singlet and a triplet state if we start out with two sing'et
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states as is the case in the right column of figure 21. From our

single-photon spectra and also from the previous section 5.4.a we

know that there is a considerable fraction of 2 S atoms in the

metastable beam. Here again we may conclude that, when using the

metastable beam, any coincidence peak involving a triplet

transition would be a clear indication of double atom excitation.

Since there is no coincidence peak in figure 21 in the left column

for the triplet transitions we conclude that in this case double-

atom excitation leading to a combination of a triplet state and a

2 P state is very unprobable or even absent.

5.5. SUBSTATE POPULATION MEASUREMENT OF THE 1 0 STATE BY THE

DETECTION OF THE TWO CASCADE PHOTONS

In the previous section 5.4.b we showed that the coincidence peak

measured by detecting an ultraviolet photon coincident with a 3 D +

2 P visible-light photon could only originate from the cascade

process

3!D -» 2l? -+ 1]S. (156)
Pl P2

With the information obtained from a polarisation analysis of both

photons P| and p^ or from the angular correlation of these two

coincident photons the relative population of the magnetic substates

of the 3 D state can be determined. This was done using the

metastable beam because only in this case the emission cross section

to produce 3 D * 2 P radiation was sufficiently large to obtain

reasonable statistics.

In the following we give a short theoretical analysis on how to

deduce the physical parameters from the experiment. The 3 D state has

five substates indicated by the magnetic quantum numbers M = —2, -1,

0, 1, 2. We choose the quantisation axis along the metastable beam

axis. Thus the density matrix of the excited *D state is a 5*5 matrix
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<M,)p|Mo>• Since the system is axially symmetric about the (metasta-

ble) beam axis, all matrix elements have to be zero unless M^ = l^.

On the other hand the system is mirror symmetric with respect to any

plane containing the beam axis. This means for the matrix elements:

<M p M> <-M p -M (157)

Therefore we find only three independent parameters which determine

the density matrix:

<M1|p|K2> = (158)

where in general

- > dv
H N

g(H,v <- vQ) vg*(N,v (159)

in which n,, ng are the densities of the fast and the thermal beam,

respectively, v the direction of the relative velocity of the

scattered particle A with respect to the particle B after the

collision and g(M,v <• V Q ) is the amplitude for excitation of the

magnetic substate |M> whereby the initial relative velocity Vg of the

two particles before the collision changes into v after the collision

(note the correspondence of the definitions of the parameters above

with the definitions in chapter 3). The average is taken over the

various initial states (i.e. the three components of the beam using

their respective densities as a weight) and a sum has been taken over

the various possible final substates. The following excitation

processes are probably the most important ones.
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process

23S

11S + 31!)

1 lS + 31])

weight function

•Vs

n23S

(160)

However, from the weak 3 D + 2 P line intensity we measure when using

the ground state beam in comparison with the intensity when using the

metastable beam, we conclude that the cross sections for the first

two processes are much smaller than the other four processes.

The derivation of the angular correlation between the two

cascade photons is different from that for the two photons emitted in

the case of double-atom excitation described in chapter 3. The 3 D

state emits the visible photon first within an interval [O,dt] and

next the intermediate 2 P state evolves until it emits the

ultraviolet photon within the interval [T,T + dT]. By applying the

golden rule for a dipole transition twice we find the coincidence

rate for two photons emitted in cascade, where the first one is

emitted within [O,dt] with polarisation e and the second within [T,T

+ dT] with polarisation I1 both into a unit solid angle and

originating from a unit volume of the interaction region. We find

r + " T / T2 +S(e,e',T) = xx' TrJd1 [e ^(d pd)d']} (161)
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where x

d =&<+>.!

in which ix^ ' is the dipole moment operator connecting the two states

of the cascade transition, the primes refer to the second transition

and T2 is the lifetime of the 2 P state.

Since we have no time selection we get the polarisation depen-

dent coincidence rate by integrating over the possible (positive)

time differences between the emission of the first and the second

photon. Further we do not detect the polarisation of the ultraviolet

photon, so we have to sum over both independent polarisation direc-

tions and finally we will detect both photons only in a plane perpen-

dicular to the beam. We then find for the coincidence rate of the two

cascade photons both emitted in a plane perpendicular to the beam

? 2 2 ^
N(a,it>) ~ 3p9sln a + 3p + 4p cos a + p_sin a cos"<t> (162)

where j\, is the cross section for excitation of the substate | M> of

the 3*D state, a is the angle between the polarisation direction of

the visible photon and the beam direction and $ is the angle between

the two detection directions.

Figure 22 shows the special way in which two ultraviolet light

detectors and the optical fiber for the visible light were mounted

within one plane perpendicular to the metastable helium beam. The

thermal beam comes from above and a polaroid filter and a magnifying

lens were installed in front of the optical fiber. In this configura-

tion we were able to measure two angles fy simultaneously namely <t> =

90° and 180°, respectively. By rotating the polaroid after a measure-

ment with the polarisation direction parallel to the beam (a = 0) to

a position where it is perpendicular to the beam direction (a = 90°)

we measured four coincidence count rates.
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D

V

He
projectile beam

Fig. 22. Mounting of the visible-light optical fiber (V) and the two

ultraviolet detectors (Dj) and (D2) in the interaction chamber. The

polarisation of the polaroid in front of the optical fiber is either

along or perpendicular to the beam.

The two raeasureraents can be related to one another with help of

the singles detected by the ultraviolet detectors. Defining the ratio

of the coincidence count rate between photons detected in Dj; and V

(see figure 22) and the singles detected in the corresponding

ultraviolet detector D ,̂ so that

(163)

where is a function of the angles a and if̂  = <l>v - <t>D , where
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Polarisation I beam (a = 0*)

Polarisation i beam (a = 90°)

300 375

channelnumber

Fig. 23. Coincidence measurement between the two photons emitted In

the cascade proces 3*D + 2 P •+ I S . In the upper spectra (a) the

polarisation of the Polaroid was parallel to the beam axis and In the

spectra below (b) the polarisation was perpendicular to the beam

axis.
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<t>y Is the angle of the optical fiber and <t>D_ the angle of detector D̂

as indicated in figure 22, we measured ^(0,90) and N2(0,180) in the

first experiment and Mj(9O,9O) and M,(90,180) in the second

experiment.

The substate cross section ratios aM = p̂ /Pf) are then given by

Va

(164)

The coincidence experiments performed in this way are difficult

because the polarisation filter was mounted in the vacuum and had to

be rotated by hand. Therefore we had to open the apparatus for the

second measurement. The coincidence measurements are given in figure

23. The difference in the background is striking and is an indication

for an efficiency change of the ultraviolet detector. An indirect

proof for this is given by the fact that, if we do not take this

difference into account via the normalisation, we get negative values

for a, and a9 which is not physically acceptable. The calculation as

described before gives

a, = — = 7 ±

-^ = 3.2 ± 1.3
P0

The errors are very large and only cr,, is determined with some

significance. This can be understood by looking at the denominators

of the formulae. The values are well determined only if JJjM̂  differs

much from MjN9 which is not the case as can be seen from figure 23.
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5.6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this section we summarise and discuss the main findings of this

chapter and examine if they are consistent with each other.

From the single-photon spectra we derived the population trees

which give the relative excitation cross sections for various He

states in He-He, He^-He and He+-He collisions normalised on the 3lP

excitation. Population trees for fte + He, metastable fie'™' + He and

He+ + He were compared with each other and large differences between

them were found. This supports the idea that the excited electron of

the metastable atom plays an active role in these excitation process-

es. The excitation processes presented by the population trees are

mainly single-atom excitation processes except for the case where the

single-atom excitation is forbidden by spin conservation. Therefore

we conclude that the excited electron of the metastable atom plays an

active role in single-atom excitation. The fact that the intensities

(normalised on the beam density) oE all spectral lines Increase when

using the metastable beam instead of the ground state beam supports

also the above idea of an active role of the excited electron of the

metastable atoin in single-atom excitation.

From the ultraviolet photon + ultraviolet photon coincidence

spectra we conclude that the raetastable part of the bean does not

produce coincidences and that the very small peaks that are seen when

directing a metastable helium beam through a ground state helium

target gas are due to the fraction of ground state atoms in the

metastable beam. This "leans that for such a double-atom excitation

process the excited electron in the metastable atom plays only a

passive role in the excitation process or that it is likely to de-

excite to the ground state. Morgenstern et al (1977), using the same

collision system, deduced from their measurements on autoionising

states that the excited electron of the metastable atom plays no

active role in the excitation process of autoionising states, where

there are also two excited electrons in the final channel. They

conclude that the intermediate state formed before the creation of an
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autoionising state must be a three electron excited intermediate

state, where the excited electron of the metastable state is a mere

spectator. Therefore we may conclude that our measurements are

consistent with the idea of Morgenstern et al in that the excited

electron of the metastable helium atom plays an active role in the

case where the final channel has only one electron excited, but that

it plays a passive role if the final channel has two excited

electrons. Conversely we may also conclude that the cross sections

corresponding to double—atom excitation given by Morgenstern et al

(curve B in their figure 6) refer to excitation to He(21S) + He* or

He(23S) + He* collisions.

We have used the above idea twice in our analysis. Firstly when

we assumed that the cross sections for target excitation are the same

as for projectile excitation (see derivation of (145)) in the case of

single-atom excitation in He^m^-He collisions. Secondly when we

determined the composition of the metastable-helium beam from the

coincidence spectra by the assumption that the small peaks seen in

the spectra produced by metastable on ground state helium atoms are

only produced by the ground state fraction of the beam.

The conclusion of the measurements on ultraviolet photon +

visible photon coincidences is that neither in the case of the ground

state beam nor in the case of the metastable beam observable coinci-

dence peak? occur which can be ascribed to double-atom excitation. On

the contrary we could attribute the occurrence of observations of

coincidences between visible light photons and ultraviolet photons to

cascade decay processes. Finally, by measuring the angular correla-

tion between the two photons, resulting from the 3*D •* 2 P •* l's

cascade we determined the relative population of the various magnetic

substates of the 3 D state of helium excited in metastable on ground

state helium collisions.
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CHAPTER 6

DOUBLE-ATOM EXCITATION
IN Ne-Ne AND He-Ne COLLISIONS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Apart from Che He-He collision system as was described in chapter 4

we also studied double-atom excitations (by detection of ultraviolet

photons) for other collision systems. We give here the results and a

discussion of measurements for fte + Ne and fte + Ne. The two-photon

angular correlation for He(2 P) + Ne(2p53s) at two energies were

measured and density matrix elements were determined. The density

matrix has more independent parameters than in the case of the

collision between two identical atoms because there is no strong

symmetry (see section 3.3).

In the literature there have been a few reports on double-atom

excitation for % + Ne. Brenot et al (1975a) identified some peaks in

their time-of-flight spectra for Ne + Ne as being due to double-atom

excitation. It is clear from these measurements that at small scat-

tering angles the double-atom excitation to the Se(2p'3p) +• Ne(2p53p)

configuration is much stronger than the excitation to the energeti-

cally lower lying 2p 3s + 2p 3s configuration (only the incomplete

shells are given, classified in the independent electron classifica-

tion). However, at larger scattering angles the total double-atom

excitation peak was much stronger and wider than the single-atom

excitation peak,extending beyond the position where one expects to

see the 2p53s + 2p^3s excitation. Brenot et al concluded that the

dominance of the 2p 3p states over the 2p 3s states (also in single-

ito.n excitation) can not be understood by a correlation diagram anal-
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ysis. They suggested the importance of a simultaneous transition of

two electrons from the 4fcr orbital into the unoccupied 3sff orbital,

followed by configuration interaction of the doubly excited configu-

ration with single-excitation configurations, and assumed that this

mechanism is largely responsible for the population of 2p 3s states

in single—atom excitation as well as in double-atom excitation.

Kempter et al (1975) investigated the 2p 3p excitation in the Ne

+ Me system for energies near threshold. Their measurements could

best be understood by assuming a 4fou + 3pnu rotational coupling as

the primary mechanism. Whereas this assumption would lead to a con-

clusion in accordance with Brenot et al (1975a) it became clear from

calculations by Gauyacq (1978) that it cannot be correct. Gauyacq

demonstrated that both couplings were too weak to account for the

pronounced excitation of the 2p53p states. He suggested a two-step

excitation mechanism where, in the first step, transitions are

induced by crossings between excited ou orbitals and the 4f3u orbital

originating from the 2p atomic orbital of Ne. The dominant population

of the 2p 3p states is achieved in a second step by rotational

coupling between the populated ou and the 3piu orbital correlating

with the 3p atomic orbital of Ne (see for the correlation diagram

figure 1 of Gauyacq 1978).

Martin et al (1978) measured the energy dependence of the total

cross section for double-atom excitation of the target and projectile

atom in Ne-Ne collisions to states of the 2p 3p configuration for

kinetic energies between 50 and 700 eV. They estinated that double-

atom excitation occurs in 25% of the collisions leading to at least

one of the collision partners ending up in the 2p 3p state.

Since the time-of-flight measurements of Brenot et al (1975a)

did not exclude 2p53s + 2p53s double-atom excitation qt larger scat-

tering angles we tried to measure two ultraviolet photons (emitted in

the decay of the 2p53s state to the ground state) in coincidence.

This confines the measurable 3s states in our experiments to the
1 0 3 0

3s'[] or 3s[ ] state (modified Racah notation), because the other

two states within the 2p 3s configuration are metastable (table 8).
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Table 8. Various notations to classify the states of the Ne(2p53s)

configuration. Two states are metasCable and two emit ultraviolet

photons with different lifetimes ( T ) . The excitation energies of the

states and the wavelengths of the emitted photons are indicated by E

and X, respectively.

Modified

Racah

nS( ') [K]?
J

3..[2¥n

3-M^

3#1

., .3,0
3 S [2 ]2

Paschen

ls3

ls2

..,

Sobel'man

((jJf)K s)J

1 IK

«-0)--^)2

E (eV)

16.71

16.85

16.67

16.62

\ (nin)

73.6

74.4

-

1

T (ns)

metastable

1.8

24

metastable

1

Measurements on fie + Me have also been done by Brenot et al

(1975b). It is interesting to note that in their time-of-flight

spectra they observed a peak corresponding to the energy loss due to

the excitation of the H e ^ S ) + Ne(2pJ3s) configuration. (See peak C^

in figure 24.) Since the 2's state does not emit radiation we can not

see this double-atom excitation in an ultraviolet photon-photon

coincidence experiment. Energetically the lowest state combination

which could lead to the observation of two simultaneous ultraviolet

photons is He(21P) + Ne(2p53s) which corresponds to an energy loss

0.61 eV larger than the He(2!S) + .\e(2p53s) combination. However,

Brenot et al mention only a peak at the energy loss corresponding to
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I keV 4.5

40 20

AE(eV)

750 eV 4.3*

Fig. 24. Energy-loss spectra of neutral He scattered from the He-Ne

collision (from Brenot et al 1975b). Peak A refers to the elastic

process, peak B to one-electron excitation, and C to two-electron

5
excitation.

process.

Peak Cj refers to the + Ne(2p53s) excitation
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the H e ^ S ) + Ne(2p33s) and not a peak corresponding to the He(21P) +

Ne(2p^3s) combination; although a careful inspection of their

measurements (figure 24) does not exclude the presence of the former

combination in the top spectrum (at 1 keV) of figure 24.

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental set-up is the same as that used in our He + He

experiment described in chapter 2. Changing the beam from He to Ne

could easily be done by replacing the gas admitted into the ion

source as well as the gas into the neutralisation chamber by Ne. The

Sn foils used to observe the He ultraviolet lines were also used to

observe the Ne line at 73.6 nra. The transmittance of the Sn foil at

this wavelength is about 0.1 compared to 0.3 for the He line at 58.4

nm, which also depends on the thickness of the foil. The measuring

procedure can be found in chapter 2 and has not been changed for the

Be + Ne experiments.

6.3. THEORY FOR THE DETECTION

The theory for the detection of two coincident photons resulting from

double-atom excitation of two J = 1 states in fie + Ne collisions is

equivalent to that for the He + He case which was described in

chapter 3. We will not repeat the derivation Uut point out the rele-

vant differences in the following.

Although (18) of chapter 3 is still appropriate, some of the

properties 1)-S), in particular 5), 7) and 8), are no longer valid

because the two atoms A and B are not identical. In the following we

will denote the projectile particle by A and the target by B (consis-

tent with chapter 3). This leads to additional independent parameters

as defined in table 9, of which x and £3 are now complex and the

other six are real. Note that table 9 becomes identical to table 1 of
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chapter 3 by omitting all of the sublndexes. Normalisation of the

matrix Is done by extracting Tr(G) which is a real parameter so that

the Identity a + 20 j + 202 + 2\j + 2(± = 1 exists for the diagonal

elements. Comparison of table 9 of this chapter with table 1 of

chapter 3 (where we also extracted Tr(G)) shows now that in the asym-

metric collision system there are 10 independent (real) parameters

Instead of 6 in the symmetric case of chapter 3. If we do not count

Tr(G) there are 9 and 5 independent matrix elements, respectively.

Table 9. The non-zero density matrix elements <MM'|G|NN'>/Tr(G) for

double-atom excitation in an asymmetric collision system (M,N refer

to particle A and M',N' to particle B). This table reduces to table 1

if the strong symmetry (identical collision partners) is valid.

11

10

1-1

01

00

0-1

-11

-10

-1-1

11

M

10

h

i - i

*
X

*;•

01 00 0-1

X

a

X

-11

X*

A,

-10 - l - l

&*3
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Analogously to (31) of chapter 3 the state multipoles can again

be expressed in terras of the parametrisation of the density matrix

elements given in table 9 of this chapter:

g(00,00) = | { a + 20 + 2p + 2\ + 2n}

g(20,00) = - - j { a + 2Pj - P2 - \1 - (if

g(00,20) = - •„ { oc - 3 + 2P2 - \ - n}

g(2O,2O) = ^ {2a - 2P - 2P + X - n}

g(22,2-2) = { \9 } = g(2-2,22)

g(10,10) = {u - Xj}

6( 11,1-1) = -[Re(p ) + Re(x)} = g ( l - l . U )

i{lra(P3) -

(166)

We see that there are 10 independent state multipoles, of which only

the six multipoles above the dashed line can be determined in an

angular correlation photon-photon coincidence experiment without

polarisation detection. One of the differences with the derivation in

chapter 3 is that we have to keep track of y and y15 from (33) on,

because these quantities are different since the raulttpole moments,

the frequencies and the lifetimes of the two radiative transitions

are not the same. We have to redefine then by
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y =
8n £QR c 3I\

for the present case of He + Ne. Further the singles will be a sura of

the A and B contribution separately, while the transmittances of the

Sn-foils are different for A and B photons:

Ig = y
A Tr(PA) (KA + I^cos^^Q

+ yB Tr(pB) (KB + LBcos
2e)nBS.

So T = ( I i.) {<K> + <L>cos26}Q (168)
S i=A,B l

where <K> = \-^— with f = y1 Tr(p1>T)i for i = A,B. (169)

j

If the single photons from A and B are distinguished it is clear that

the above averaging does not occur.

One contribution to the measured count rate of photon-photon

coincidences in our experiment is given in chapter 3. It is repre-

sented by the upper left diagram in table 2 in chapter 3. The

tensorial structure of the contribution from the lower right diagram

is identical to the one from the upper left diagram. Now we add the

contributions represented by both diagrams, upper left and lower

right, incoherently giving the contribution to our coincidence counj

rate where A emits the photon into direction n and B into n

independent of the order of the emission. Next we get again (32) with

c(kq,k'q') (A* first or second in direction n) = J'^gCkq.k'q').

(170)

This derivation has the advantage above the derivation of (34) that

the weak symmetry, (24), is not nee'ed. Now we add the contributions

represented by both diagrams lower left and upper right of table 2

and get (36) with
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c(kq,k'q') = yAyB{g(kq,k'q') + g(k'q',kq)} . (171)

Note that in the presented case we would need the weak symmetry as is

used in chapter 3 to find (37) from (171). If our detectors would be

wavelength selective we would be able to distinguish between the

photons emitted by A and B' in the different emission directions and

no averaging in (171) over the multipole components would occur. In

that case we would be able to measure the parameters f3 j and p*

separately in our experiment. Without this wavelength selection we

measure their average.

However, in the following we will develope the theory for an

experiment where one can distinguish the coincident photons i.e. we

will take (170). Using (166) in stead of (31) we get for the ratio of

the coincidence and single-photon countrate as in (57):

V 2
^ — = g + g sin(29) + g sin (8) (172)
I s T

which is identical to (57) of chapter 3, but some of the parameters

now have a different meaning.

g l ~ [xQ + xjo: + x21P1 + x22P2] (173a)

g2 ~ [x3(Re(x) - Re(p3))] (173b)

g3 ~ [x4 + x5o: + x61Pt + x 6 2p 2 + x7\2] (173c)

and where the proportionality factor is again K/(1 - Pcos '9) with:

(174)

yAyB Tr(G)Ti T, S
A B

and

B
y

P = - ||j (see also (169)). (175)
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The parameters XQ, X p x^, x^, x^ and x-j are defined in (59) of

chapter 3 and Xo and Xg have been subdivided into:

X21 = ~ i b(^ + 8)

X 2 2 = ~ | Q ( b + 2 >
(176)

x 6 1 = ± b(Q + 8)

X62 = 4 b ^

such that Xj = X9i+X22> xg = X6i+X62 a n^ ^ anc' Q a r e defined in (60).

It is very convenient that, despite of the fact that the meaning

of some of the parameters has changed, we can still use almost the

same formalism for the analysis of the data as in chapter 3.

Finally we note that the most important changes in this chapter,

as compared to chapter 3, are given by (173) which corresponds to (8)

of chapter 3 and where p has been split up in P,,P, and Re(P^).

6.4. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of our coincidence measure-

ments for the Be + Ne and the He + Ne collision system. As an example

we show in figure 25a coincidence spectra of two ultraviolet photons

from Me-Ne collisions which have been measured at 3 keV beam energy.

It is clear that no coincidence peak is seen. The spectrum in figure

25b was measured with neon as the thermal gas target. Thus we have

here fast Se atoms colliding with slow Ne atoms. A clear coincidence

peak is seen and the width indicates that the excited Ne state has to

be the 3s' [-j] i state.

We checked whether we also see coincidences when fast Ne-atoms

collide with thermal He atoms. The result is shown in the spectrum

given in figure 25c. Since the projectile energies are the same in
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the three spectra, the velocity of the Ne particle was smaller than

the velocity of the fie particle in the experiments corresponding to

the other spectra. It is nevertheless clear that both spectra b and c

contain coincidence peaks. We have also found that no coincidence

peaks are present for tie + Ne at various other energies between 0.6

and 4 keV. Because the cross section ratio for the double-atom exci-

tation and single-atom excitation for the rie + Ne system decreases

rapidly with decreasing kinetic energies it appeared to be impossible

to perform a complete angular correlation experiment for energies

below 2 keV.

As an example we show a measured angular correlation curve in

figure 26, where the ratio of the coincident—photon count rate

resulting from double-atom excitation and the single-photon count

rate of the fixed channeltron is plotted as a function of the angle

of the rotatable channeltron with respect to the incident-beam

direction. The angular variation is clearly visible.

The rotatable detector measured an almost constant count rate

for the various angles. This means that the mean polarisation of the

He(2 P) and Ne(3s'[y].) photons is very small. Therefore as in our f?e

+ He measurements in chapter 3 we can neglect the angular dependence

of the denominator of the proportionality factor of (173) given by

the polarisation in (175).

Figure 27 gives our measured parameters c(,P. and p« for fie + Ne

at three energies, where P and J3. correspond with the best fitted

values of the parameters (3, and ?>2> respectively as given in (173).

The data at 2 and A keV are based on three separate measurements of

the angular distribution, the data at 3.75 keV result from one mea-

surement. The error bars correspond to the statistical errors and the

external error of the system of linear equations which has to be

solved as described in chapter 3 but now using the relations given in

(173) of this chapter. Now we can see the effect of the fact that our

detectors are not wavelength selective, very clearly since we expect,

as discussed below (171), to measure the average of (3j and ^ f°r

both f^ and J3?, i.e.
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1 2 3 4 E(keV)
Fig. 27. Relative partial cross sections (RPCS) for excitation of

three sublevel combinations and for three kinetic energies of the

projectile. o : a ~ |<00|G|OO>|, •: Pj and a '• $2 ~ (|<Ol|c|oi>| +

]<io|c)io|). The dashed horizontal line below 0.5 keV is the

prediction of the statistical model for all three parameters.

(176)

Therefore the t rue independent parameters a re :

1

a = <00|G|00>/Tr(G)

p = ^{<10|G|l0> + <0l |G|01>}/Tr(G).

(177)

This can be seen in figure (27) very well. In fact since the

differences between the values of Pj and f32 are much smaller than the

error bars, we think that our error bars are overestimated since P^

and p_ are determined independently.

One could ask the question whether it might be possible that the

coincidence peaks originate from other collisions than fie + Ne, for
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instance that the beam caused a background of thermal gas in the

interaction chamber creating the possibility of a symmetric collision

system Re -f V: or He + He. However, we saw before that Se + Ne does

not show coincidence peaks. Further the double-atom excitation pro-

cess of fte + He which has been studied in chapter 4 gives obviously

different values for a and P at these energies.

6.5. COMPARISON OF DOUBLE-ATOM EXCITATION FOR He + Ne WITH tie + He

The measured values of the parameters a and P (we leave the subindex-

es away because it represents only one parameter) for He + Ne are not

significantly different at the beam energies of 2 keV and 4 keV. This

is consistent with the measurements of the corresponding parameters

for lie + He at these energies presented in chapter 4. There it was

found that only below 1 keV the parameters changed significantly with

energy. As pointed out before we were not able to check this inter-

esting behaviour for fie + Ne at smaller kinetic energies because of

the rapidly decreasing coincidence to singles ratio for decreasing

energy. Comparing the two collision systems further it is striking

that in the He + Ne case the a parameter, corresponding to the state

where the angular momentum projections of both atoms on the incident-

beam axis are equal to zero, Is so large compared with the other

parameters. In the fte + He collision system 0 appeared to be much

larger than a at large energies. For fte + Ne, where there is no

strong symmetry, a statistical prediction equivalent to that In

section 4.3.c for the He + He case (with strong symmetry) leads to

the result that all density matrix elements on the diagonal {oc, Pj,

?2» ^l» H) a r e 1/9 and all the others (Pj, \?, x) are zero. No*c that

this result is not the same as the statistical prediction for tie +

He. The statistical prediction is obviously not valid for He + Ne

between 2 and 4 keV. This corresponds to He + He in the sense that

there the statistical prediction was not valid either above 1 keV.

In the He + He case, however, we could prove, using certain
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inequalities (see section 4.3.b), that atomic state correlations must

exist for energies larger than 1 keV. In the He + Ne case, where the

strong symmetry is not valid, the inequalities for quasi-uncorrelated

excitation (see (82) and (84) of section 4.3.b) are now:

P? < au

P? « au (178)

We use them as before (see section 4.3.b). If p - a(\j + u) is

positive there have to be correlations between the excitation of the

substates of the two atoms; \j 4- u can be deduced fron the raeasure-

ments and the normalisation equation. We find P~ - or(\, + u) = -0.01),

Therefore this inequality, which served us to prove that atomic

substate correlation must exist in the case of He + He, does not do

so in the case of He + Ne. However, this does not prove that such

correlations do not exist.

Finally a remark about the photon correlations as described in

section 4.3.a. We see that, because (31) of chapter 3 has to be

replaced by a set of proportionalities given in (166) of this chapter

(ten independent linear equations with ten unknowns), we can now

indeed find a solution for the isotropic polarisation requirement.

The isotropic polarisation requirement, as given below (67) in

chapter 3, is defined as the situation where all c(kq,k'q') are equal

to zero except c(0fl,00). The solution appears to be the same as the

statistical prediction in this case, namely a = gj = p-, = \| = |i =

1/9 and x = P3 = ^9 = 0. The fact that such an isotropic polarisation

was not possible in the analysis of chapter 3 can therefore clearly

be identified as a consequence of the strong symmetry. The strong

symmetry results in the requirements \] = *••> and pj = fi-y = (3̂  and

this is not consistent with the above solution for the isotropic

polarisation requirement.
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On the other hand a non-statistical atomic state excitation

would for example be realised i f a = p j = P 2 = \ j = n = 1/9, Ko = o

and the absolute values of x or P-j larger than 1/9 with the restric-

tion that Re(x) = Re((3^). In this non-statistical atomic state

excitation we would not have an isotropic polarisation distribution

anymore but we still would have an isotropic angular distribution for

photon-photon coincidences measured without (linear and circular)

polarisation analysis. This is a theoretical example where the

anisotropy of the atomic states has turned into the non-visible part

of the two-photon radiation field, at least if one only measures

angular distributions without (circular) polarisation analysis.

6.6. CONCLUSIONS

We discussed the results of coincidence measurements between two

ultraviolet photons resulting from the simultaneous excitation oi.

both collision partners in Ne-Ne and Ke-Me collisions. We found that

for Ne-Ne collisions the double-atom excitation Is so weak with

regard to single-atom excitation that we could not detect double-atom

excitation with our apparatus. For He + Ne we observed double-atom

excitation and measured a set of parameters corresponding to the

excitation of the two collision partners to various substates com-

binations at 2, 3.75 and 4 keV beam energy.

Differences in the analysis of the angular radiation pattern in

this case with respect to a former experiment on He + He (described

In chapter 3) could be traced back to the fact that the strong symme-

try is not valid in the case of He-Ne collisions. The experimental

results showed that the excitation of the substate combination where

both angular momentum projections on the beam axis are zero has the

largest probability, whereas in the case of f?e + He the largest

probability was found for the substate combination where the sum of

the angular momentum projections on the beam axis is equal to I.

Further no significant difference was measured between the parameters
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at the three beam energies. This is consistent with our former

measurements on He + He at these energies. We found that the

predictions of the statistical model are not valid. This again is

consistent with the measurements on *e + He at these energies.

Finally we could not unambiguously prove the existence of atomic

substate correlations at these energies. Conversely this does

certainly not mean that such correlations do not exist. For fre + He

such atomic substate correlations were unambiguously demonstrated for

energies larger than 1 keV.
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ALGEMENE INLEIDING EN SAMENVATTING

Het proces van de aanslag van een atoom door een botsing met een

ander atoom zal meestal leiden tot een anisotropie van de aangeslagen

toestand. Met anisotropie bedoelen we dat de aanslagamplituden voor

de verschillende magnetische subtoestanden niet gelijk zijn en/of dat

er faseverschillen aanwezig zijn. Vanuit een experimenteel oogpunt

bekeken zal deze anisotropie, afgezien van geometrische factoren,

afhangen van de energie en de verstrooiingshoek van het projectiel-

atoom en kan deze aanleiding geven tot een anisotrope hoekverdeling

of (equivalent daarmee) in een polarisatie van de straling geëmit-

teerd bij het verval van de aangeslagen toestand. Daarom kunnen

metingen van hoekverdelingen of polarisaties van fotonen, die bij een

dergelijk verval vrijkomen, informatie geven over de verschillende

(complexe) aanslagaraplituden. Verder kan nen dan uit deze resultaten

weer informatie verkrijgen over de wisselwerkingen (bijvoorbeeld

koppelingsraechanisraen), die gedurende de botsing optreden.

In het algemeen is de wijze waarop de experimentátor zijn expe-

riment inricht bepalend voor de mate waarin hij de anisotropie van

een geëxciteerde atomaire toestand (of ensemble van toestanden) kan

waarnemen. Als voorbeeld zullen we achtereenvolgens enkele experimen-

tele methoden noemen, ieder met een toenemende graad van geavanceerd-

heid, die ons telkens meer fundamentele informatie over het botsings-

proces verschaffen. In dit proefschrift hebben we te maken net een

experimentele situatie waarbij een atomaire bundel met regelbare

deeltjessnelheid door een atomair gas wordt geschoten. Allereerst

beschouwen we het geval waarbij slechts éên van de twee botsende
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atomen is aangeslagen. De volgende waarnemingen kunnen nu gedaan

worden:

Verstrooide atoom 1) Men kan de intensiteit meten van de projectiel-

atomen die in een bepaalde richting verstrooid

worden en die een welgedefinieerde hoeveelheid

kinetische energie hebben verloren, welke

bepaald wordt door de verstrooiingshoek die

waargenomen wordt en door de toestand die

aangeslagen wordt.

Verscheidene botsingssystemen die relevant zijn voor dit proefschrift

(He + He, Ne + Ne, He + Ne) zijn op deze manier onderzocht door Barat

et al (1973) en Brenot et al (1975a, 1975b). Men krijgt hierbij

informatie over de excitatiewaarschijnlijkheid van de betreffende

aangeslagen toestand die gespecificeerd is met betrekking tot de ver-

strooiingshoek van het projectiel (bij een vaste kinetische energie

van de projectieldeeltjes voor de botsing), maar die gesommeerd is

over de verschillende magnetische subtoestanden van het aangeslagen

deeltje.

Uitgezonden foton 2) Men kan de polarisatie of hoekverdeling meten

van de fotonen welke uitgezonden worden door de

aangeslagen doelwit-atomen, terwijl de ver-

strooide projectielen niet waargenomen worden.

Uit een dergelijk experiment kan informatie verkregen worden over de

waarschijnlijkheden voor aanslag van de verschillende magnetische

subtoestanden. Echter, in dit geval bestaat het signaal uit een

mengsel van de resultaten van vele verschillende botsingen in die zin

dat het projectiel verstrooid kan zijn over verschillende hoeken ten

opzichte van de bundelrichting; het signaal is evenredig met de inte-

graal over alle verstrooiingshoeken van het verstrooide projectiel.

Als in de gevallen 1) en 2) de doelwit-gasbundel (bestaande uit
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atomen in de grondtoestand) als ook de inkomende bundel van projec-

tielatomen (ook in de grondtoestand verondersteld) ongepolariseerd

is, zal het duidelijk zijn dat het waargenomen signaal cylinder-

symmetrisch is rond de inkomende projectielbundelrichtlng. Hen kan in

dit geval aantonen dat vanwege deze cylindersymmetrie er geen infor-

matie over de faserelaties tussen de aanstagamplituden voor de

verschillende magnetische subtoestanden verkregen kan worden. Verder

hebben deze experimenten ook een splegelsymmetrie ten opzichte van

ieder vlak door de inkomende projectielbundelrichting. Als we de z-as

van het coördinatensysteem en de quantisatie-as van het impulsmoment

langs de inkomende projectielbundelrichting kiezen, zal deze spiegel-

symmetrie tot gevolg hebben dat de partiële werkzame doorsneden voor

aanslag van magnetische subtoestanden met magnetische quantumgetallen

M en -M aan elkaar gelijk zijn.

Het zal duidelijk zijn dat veel fundamentelere informatie uit

liet volgende experiment gehaald kan worden.

Verstrooid atoom 3) Men kan zowel het inelastisch verstrooide atoom

+ uitgezonden foton als ook de polarisatie (of eventueel de hoek-

verdeling) van het geëmitteerde foton afkomstig

van dezeltde botsing meten, Dit kan gedaan

worden in een experiment, waarbij de polarisa-

tie of de hoekverdeling van het uitgezonden

foton wordt gemeten in coïncidentie met het

verstrooide atoora.

In dit experiment meet men de polarisatie of hoekverdelingen van

fotonen welke resulteren uit identieke botsingen. Met identieke

botsingen bedoelen we botsingen waarvoor alle dynamische parameters,

welke precies gespecificeerd worden voor en na de botsing, gelijk

zijn. Op deze manier wordt informatie over het botsingsproces ver-

kregen op het meest fundamentele niveau in de quantummechanlca. In

een dergelijk geval zegt men dat de geproduceerde aangeslagen toe-

stand een "zuivere toestand" is en kan deze beschreven worden als een
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coherente superpositie van ontaarde magnetische subtoestanden |L,M>.

l*> - I U W
M

In het vervolg zullen we de spin-baan wisselwerking negeren. In dat

geval zijn de complexe aanslagamplituden fM alleen functies van de

energie E en de verstroolingshoek 6.

Men kan een analytische uitdrukking afleiden voor de hoekverde-

ling van de coïncidente fotonen die de absolute waarden en de fasen

van de aanslagamplituden als parameters bevat. Door deze analytische

uitdrukking aan te passen (via variatie van de parameters) aan de

gemeten hoekcorrelatiekromine wordt informatie verkregen over de

aanslagamplituden fM(9,E). Bijvoorbeeld is deze informatie compleet

in geval van aanslag naar een P toestand (L = 1), hetgeen betekent

dat alle amplituden en hun relatieve fasen bepaald kunnen worden. Dit

is niet het geval voor de aanslag van toestanden met L > 2.

Dubbele atoomaanslag

Als twee atomen botsen is het ook mogelijk dat na de botsing beide

atomen aangeslagen zijn. Dit wordt een dubbele atoomexcitatie

(double-atom excitation, DAE) genoemd in tegenstelling tot het

enkelvoudige atoomexcitatie proces (single-atom excitation, SAE) dat

hierboven besproken werd. Als beide botsende deeltjes aangeslagen

worden, zal de anisotropie van het botsingssysteem verdeeld worden

over beide atomen. Daarom zal een experimfntele methode als in 3)

beschreven, waarbij men de polarisatie of de hoekverdeling van het

uitgezonden foton in coïncidentie met het verstrooide atoom meet,

niet alle informatie kunnen geven over de aanslagamplituden f,.j N) .

Een dergelijk experiment is gedaan door Fayeton et al (1981), maar ďe

analyse van hun metingen was niet correct (zie Nienhuis 1984).

In dit proefschrift is een andere methode gevolgd voor de studie

van DAE-processen.
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Foton + foton 4) In dit experiment wordt de hoekcorrelatie (of

de polarisatiecorrelatie) gemeten van de twee

coïncidente fotonen die door beide aangeslagen

botsende deeltjes uitgezonden werden, terwijl

de richting van het verstrooide atoom niet

waargenomen wordt.

Op soortgelijke wijze als bij methode 3) wordt nu een analytische

uitdrukking voor de hoekcorrelatiekrorame aangepast aan de meetresul-

taten en wordt informatie verkregen over de aanslagamplituden. De

informatie wordt verkregen in termen van waarschijnlijkheden (en

fasen) voor de aanslag van beide atomen naar verschillende subtoe-

standcombinaties I L J M ^ , | L 2
M 2 > ^de v l l e S e r e t al 1981> 1982).

Voor DAK geven de methoden 3) en 4) elkaar aanvullende inforna-

tie. In 3) worden de differentiële werkzame doorsneden verkregen

omdat de richting van de verstrooide atomen is gespecificeerd.

Echter, de informatie is gesommeerd over de magnetische subtoestandeu

van het aangeslagen deeltje waarvan geen foton waargenomen werd. Tn

4) wordt informatie verkregen over Je aanslag van de suhtoestanden

van beide aangeslagen atomen (en hun onderlinge coherenties), maar nu

als een integraal over alle mogelijke verstrooiingshoeken. Als de

aanslagamplituden f̂  ,j gedefinieerd worden door de fundamentele

processen, waarbij de begin en eindtoestanden volledig gespecificeerd

zijn, kunnen we de coherent aangeslagen toestand beschrijven door

l*> = 2 l f„ M (e,E)|L M I M,>

waarbij 1 het projectiel aangeeft en 2 het doelwit-atoora.

flen kan bewijzen dat voor een DA£ proces, waarbij beide atomen

aangeslagen zijn naar een P toestand, complete informatie over de

aanslagamplituden f^ ^ kan worden verkregen in een drievoudige

coïncidentie-experiment, waarbij de totale informatie van beide

fotonen (d.w.z. hun hoekcorrelatie én hun polarisatiecorrelatie) in
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coïncidentie met het verstrooide deeltje wordt gemeten. In een

dergelijk experiment echter zou de coïncidentie-opbrengst zo klein

zijn, dat met de huidige technieken zulke metingen niet mogelijk

zijn. In ons experiment kiezen we de experimentele situatie zoals

beschreven in 4), waarbij de hoekcorrelatie van de twee coïncidente

fotonen gemeten wordt en dus de totale werkzame doorsneden met

informatie over de aanslag van de subtoestanden van beide atomen

verkregen wordt. Door gebruik te maken van dezelfde opstelling hebben

we ook de relatieve bevolking van de subtoestanden in een SAE proces

naar een *D toestand bepaald door meting van de twee cascade-fotonen

(afkomstig van de 3*D -> 2*P -»• 1*S cascade) in coïncidentie.

In het volgende geven we een korte samenvatting van het werk dat

in dit proefschrift beschreven wordt.

In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we de experimentele opstelling en de

meetprocedure die gebruikt is om de hoekcorrelatie tussen de twee

coïncidente fotonen, geëmitteerd door twee gelijktijdig aangeslagen

atomaire botsingspartners, te bepalen. Hoofdstuk 3 geeft de afleiding

van een analytische uitdrukking voor de hoekcorrelatiefunctie die de

absolute waarden en de fasen van de verschillende aanslagaraplituden,

geïntegreerd over alle verstrooiingshoeken, als aan te passen

parameters bevat. Deze parameters kunnen bepaald worden door de

analytische hoekcorrelatiefunctie, welke we In hoofdstuk 3 gevonden

hadden, aan te passen aan de experimentele hoekcorrelatlekromme. Dit

wordt in hoofdstuk 4 gedaan voor het tie + He systeem voor projectiel-

energieën tussen 0.5 en 3.5 keV. In dit geval worden coïncidente

ultraviolet fotonen gemeten, uitgezonden bij verval van twee gelijk-

tijdig aangeslagen He-atomen in de 2 P toestand naar de I s grondtoe-

stand. We onderzoeken de relatie tussen fotoncorrelaties en atomaire

subtoestand—correlaties en we berekenen de dichtheidsmatrix-elementen

(produkten van aanslagamplituden geïntegreerd over alle verstrooi-

ingshoeken) voor een statistische verdeling over de aangeslagen

atomaire subtoestanden, waarbij een bepaalde symmetrie, zoals in

hoofdstuk 3 is besproken, meegenomen wordt. Verder geven we een

analyse van onze gemeten dichtheidsraatrix-elementen, die ook wel de
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relatieve partiële werkzame doorsneden a, f3, \, \i en de coherentie-

integraal X genoemd worden en construeren een model (het minimale S-A

i model) dat gebaseerd is op twee opeenvolgende rotationele koppe-

lingen.

Hoofdstuk 5 heeft betrekking op botsingen tussen metastabiele en

grondtoestand heliumatoraen. Enkelvoudige fotonenspectra (in tegen-

stelling tot coïncidentiemetingen) worden gepresenteerd en vergeleken

met spectra van He + He en fle + He botsingssystemen (de pijl geeft

het projectielatoom aan). Ook zijn aan deze botsingssystemen

coïncidentiemetingtn (zoals in hoofdstuk 3 beschreven) verricht om

mogelijke dubbele atoomexcitatieprocessen te bestuderen. Twee type

coïncidentiemetingen werden uitgevoerd,

(i) coïncidenties tussen twee ultraviolet fotonen

en (ii) coïncidenties tussen een ultraviolet foton en een zichtbaar-

licht foton.

Echter, de waargenomen coïncidentiepieken bleken niet afkomstig te

zijn van dubbele atoomaanslag maar van twee achtereenvolgens uitge-

zonden fotonen van een cascade-overgang binnen één aangeslagen atoom.

In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we ook de meting van de relatieve bevol-

king van de magnetische subtoestanden van de 3 D toestand van helium

(aangeslagen door botsing van metastabiele met grondtoestand heliura-

atomen in een SAE-proces) door middel van meting van de twee cascade-

fotonen van het 3 D •* 2 P •* 1 S verval in coïncidentie.

In hoofdstuk 6 beschrijven we coïncidentiemetingen van twee

ultraviolet fotonen uitgezonden na Ne-Ne en *e-Ne botsingen en

bestuderen het DAE proces voor deze systemen. Bij Ne + Me werden geen

coïncidentiepiekdii waargenomen. Bij He + Ne werd daarentegen wel DAE

waargenomen en uit de gemeten hoekcorrelaties bepaalden we de corres-

ponderende dichtheldsnatrixelementen voor enkele kinetische energieën

van het fie projectiel tussen 2 en 4 keV.

Om enig inzicht te geven in de grootte-orde van de relevante

fysische grootheden waarmee wij hier te maken hebben, vermelden we

nog dat de relevante totale werkzame doorsnede voor dubbele atoosnaan-

slag van He + He in de orde van 10 m" is en deze voor een enkele
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atoomaanslagproces één orde groter is. De botsingsduur van de door

ons bestudeerde processen ís ín de orde van 10 s en de vervaltijd

van een aangeslagen atoom is typisch in de orde van 1 ns, terwijl het

coïncidentie-interval voor de waarnemingen van twee fotonen typisch

in de orde van 100 ns is. Op deze wijze meten wij in de orde van 10

coïncidenties per 24 uur per spectrum. Om één set parameters behorend

bij één bepaald excitatieproces te bepalen is dan ook een continue

meettijd van de orde van 10 dagen nodig. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat

dit zeer hoge eisen stelt aan de stabiliteit van de apparatuur.
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NAWOORD

Bij het ter perse gaan van dit proefschrift wil ik allen bedanken die
aan de totstandkoming daarvan hebben meegewerkt. Ook de prettige
sfeer waarin de samenwerking binnen en buiten de vakgroep, Atoom- en
Molecuulfysica, verliep, waardeer ik zeer.

Prof.Dr. H.G.M. Heideman. Beste Henk, ik bedank je voor de ma-
nier waarop je mij begeleidde. De discussies waren goed en vaak hevig
en ik heb er veel van geleerd. Ook je college "Riektroncorrelaties in
de elektron-atoombotsingen" heb Ik met grote belangstelling gevolgd.

Dr. J. van Kek. Beste Jaap, bedankt voor je niet aflatende
enthousiasme waarmee je rae vooral in de beginperiode begeleidde. Van
de vele momenten herinner ik mij ook het glorieuze nonent waarop je
enthousiast de hoogfrequentgenerator (waarvoor ik Medische Fysica
hierbij bedank), die ideaal geschikt bleek voor mijn bron on H-a tomen
te maken, de kamer binnenreed.

Ing. .J. van der Weg. Beste .litze, ik bedank je voor de vele
experimentele technieken die je mij hebt bijgebracht en voor de
plezierige samenwerking gedurende de afgelopen jaren. De nuchtere
kijk die je had op de dagelijkse problemen, welke ik tijdens mijn
promotie-onderzoek tegenkwam, bewonder ik zeer.

Prof.Dr. G. Nienhuis. Beste Gerard, ik dank je voor de theore-
tische begeleiding, die zeer vruchtbaar bleek tijdens liet schrijven
van het gemeenschappelijke artikel. Van je colleges "Polarisatie-
theorie" en "Het quantumkarakter van het stralingsveld" heb ik even-
eens veel geleerd.

Prof.Dr. R. Morgenstern. Reinhard, jouw bijdrage aan dit proef-
schrift mag niet onderschat worden. Discussies die tijdens hardlopen,
schaatsen of "langlaufen" werden ingezet zijn vaak later op het
laboratorium uitgewerkt en bleken soms vruchtbaar te zijn. 'Ie handel
heliumatomen in een metastabiele toestand was er zonder jouw aanmoe-
digende hulp niet geweest.

Prof.Dr. A. Niehaus. Beste Arend, iedere discussie met jou heeft
mij nieuwe fysische inzichten gegeven. Ik wil je ook bedanken voor je
colleges "Interferentieverschijnselen bij ion-atoora botsingen" en
"Ion- en atootnverstrooi ing aan kristaloppervlakken", die mij altijd
weer stimuleerden om eens buiten mijn eigen onderzoeksgebied te
kijken.

Beste Gerrit Dirkse en Gerard Horchner, de snelle manier waarop
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jullie kleine veranderingen, te groot voor de promovendus, te klein
voor de Subcentrale Werkplaats, hebben aangebracht, was onmisbaar
voor mij.

Beste Piet Engels, de pyrex glasbuis voor de waterstofbron, die
je in zoveel versies voor mij geblazen hebt, werkt goed, hoewel je de
resultaten in dit boekje niet tegenkomt. De werkzame doorsnede voor
dubbele atoomaanslag bleek te klein om er een apart hoofdstuk in dit
proefschrift over te schrijven. De bron vormt echter een verrijking
van de apparatuur voor de toekomst. Bedankt voor je inzet.

Bert Crielaard, Frits Ditewig en Hans Wisman, jullie wil ik
bedanken voor het feit dat ik altijd met niet-werkende elektronica
bij jullie terecht kon. Met name door de inspanning van Frits en Hans
weet ik nu waarom oscillaties in de achtergrond van een coïncidentie-
spectrum (dat eigenlijk constant hoort te zijn) kunnen optreden.
Frits, je schaatsinstructies hoop ik in de toekomst nog met vrucht te
kunnen toepassen.

Corine Lamberts, ik bedank je voor het supersnelle turbo-type-
werk. Zonder jouw continue inzet van de laatste weken zou het proef-
schrift zeker niet op tijd (en in deze vorm) klaar zijn geweest. Soms
moest je daarbij tot twee keer toe na de "laatste keer" correcties
aanbrengen. Dat je daarbij je geduld niet verloor bewonder ik zeer.

Adrie Michielsen van de vakgroep Kernfysica wil ik bedanken voor
de flinterdunne tin- en koolstof folies die hij voor mij gemaakt
heeft, waardoor het mogelijk was de juiste lichtdeeltjes te selecte-
ren.

Robert-Jan Elsenaar en Pim Ingenegeren bedank ik voor de
systeem-technische en programmatuur-technische steun die zij in de
afgelopen jaren gaven, eerst met betrekking tot de PDP 11/70 en later
met betrekking tot de VAX 785.

Paul Limiartz en Vincent van Hoegaerden dank ik voor de inzet,
overdag dan wel 's nachts, die zij als student-onderzoekers toonden
voor ieder hun bijdrage aan het hier beschreven werk.

Verder wil ik de mede-promovendi en studenten bedanken voor de
goede sfeer die er binnen de vakgroep ("op de gang") heerstte en die
niet in de laatste plaats tot uiting kwam in de vorm van een
hardloop-muziek-"langlauf"-groep met de jaarlijkse deelname van een
estafette-team aan de Pheidippidesloop en de ontspannende weekends op
Terschelling en in Bad Berleburg, Ittervoort en Freiburg.

Tineke van der Meij, bedankt voor de opmerkingen naar aanleiding
van het doorlezen van het manuscript in een vergevorderd stadium.

Tenslotte bedank ik de stichting FOM dat ze het mij mogelijk
maakte twee grote internationale conferenties en een internationale
zomerschool te bezoeken.

I thank Dr. K. Blum for the encouraging words and reading part
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